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From the Chairman

Loved for the wildness of its coast, its variety and charm, the Norfolk

Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is a precious place to the

many people who live in or visit it.

It is also a unique natural resource, with an ever-changing coastline

shaped by complex forces and supporting internationally important

communities of plants, birds and animals.

To look after this rare landscape, diverse organisations are working

together as a partnership. Together they have produced this

management plan, and together they have promised to undertake the

actions it sets out.  

Working together can be challenging and complex but it is vital for

effective management of the area. Being an Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty means being part of a national and international

family of protected areas, conferring wider responsibility and adding

an important dimension to the work of all the partners.

Change, driven by a variety of environmental, economic and social

forces, is a recurring theme of the plan. Whilst change is inevitable,

the challenge is to manage change to retain what is loved and valued

by so many people.

This plan has deep roots, and many contributors. It success will lie in

its use - its function as a guide for all and as a catalyst in realising the

potential of working together for a sustainable future for the area. It

aims to ensure that the area continues to be, in the words of a

participant at the beginning of the consultation process 'the nearest

thing to heaven on earth'.

Henry Cordeaux
Chairman of the Joint Advisory Panel
Norfolk Coast Partnership

March 2004

Cover photo: A wild place: bird’s eye view of the complex creeks of the saltmarshes at Stiffkey

Photographer: MARTIN HAYWARD-SMITH



A place to enjoy: crabbing at Stiffkey
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Part 1
Background

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This management plan was
produced through a review
of the 1998 AONB
Management Strategy1 and
the 1995 Visitor
Management Strategy2,
and as a result of extensive
consultation with local
communities,
organisations, interest
groups and individuals. 

Thanks are due to the
many people who have
contributed to the
preparation of this plan
during public consultation
and drafting. Details of the
consultation process are
contained in an annex.

Taking an interest: aerial

photos helped illustrate

management issues during

consultation
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Why the plan exists

The management plan is a framework for all

organisations with a role in management of

the AONB. Implementation of the policies,

objectives and actions set out will initially be

the responsibility of the Norfolk Coast

Partnership. Ideally, however, the plan needs

to be taken into account by all interests with a

management role. 

Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of

Way Act, 20003 requires public bodies to

'have regard to the purpose of conserving and

enhancing the natural beauty of the AONB'.

Whilst there is no specific link in this section

of the Act to AONB Management Plans, this

duty should act as an incentive for all such

bodies to consider seriously the policies in the

Plan. The term, 'public bodies' includes:

● all arms of both central and local

government, the Environment Agency

(EA), Department for Environment,

Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), English

Heritage (EH), Regional Development

Agencies (locally the East of England

Development Agency - EEDA), Forestry

Commission (FC), English Nature (EN),

parish councils and joint committees of

local authorities

● regulatory bodies of statutory

undertakers such as Oftel (Office of

telecommunications), Ofwat (Office of

Water Services), Ofgen (Office of

electricity generation) etc. 

There are also other organisations and

interests who do not have a formal statutory

duty under the Countryside and Rights of Way

Act but who have been part of the

partnership for management of the AONB

prior to the Act and have long had a

significant and valuable role in conserving and

enhancing the area's natural beauty.

The members of the Norfolk Coast Partnership

are shown in the partners' endorsements

(inside front cover) and more details of their

roles in relation to the AONB are listed in a

separate appendix. 

The plan also formulates local authority policy

and action in relation to management of the

Norfolk Coast AONB, as required by section

89 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act,

2000 (see section 1.2, p9). The relevant local

authorities are Norfolk County Council, North

Norfolk District Council, the Borough Council

of King's Lynn and West Norfolk, Great

Yarmouth Borough Council, and the Broads

Authority.

People who live and work in the area, who

visit it, and other organisations that have an

interest can also play an important part in

conserving and enhancing the character of

the area. 

The plan provides information and guidance

for the AONB and its management for those

who wish to contribute to conservation and

enhancement of the area's natural beauty -

individuals or organisations, with or without a

statutory duty towards AONBs under the

Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000.
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previous strategies

How the plan works

This document is a strategy plan,

designed to have a lifetime of five

years before review, which:

● Highlights the special qualities and

enduring significance of the area and

the importance of its landscape

features, and also identifies those that

are vulnerable to change (section 1.2

and annexes)

● Presents an integrated vision for the

future of the AONB as a whole, in the

light of national, regional and local

priorities (Part 2)

● Sets out agreed policies (section 3.1)

and specific objectives (sections 3.2 to

3.8) which will help secure that 

vision, and

● Identifies the means by which

objectives, actions and overall

management will be reviewed (see

section 3.8).

Issues affecting the area and its character

have been identified in the previous AONB

management plans (see p 66) and studies by

partner organisations, and were checked and

refined through the consultation process in

producing this plan. The vision and the issues

are inter-related; the vision expresses a future

in which all the issues are being addressed

and effectively managed.

Much work has already been done through

the Norfolk Coast Partnership to address

many of these issues, and the most significant

areas of progress are summarised in part 3.

Ways of

addressing

many issues - other

plans, initiatives and

networks - already exist although in some

cases work is needed to ensure they take the

area and its particular character and issues

fully into account. This is recognised in

general terms in the policies for partnership

management (section 3.1) and an action plan

(see section 3.8), which complements the

strategy plan by identifying what needs to be

done, by whom, and when, in order to

achieve the objectives. The action plan will be

reviewed and published annually as a separate

appendix.

Many partner organisations will contribute to

achieving the objectives, although there will

normally need to be an organisation that

leads on these (see the action plan). 

The combination of existing
mechanisms, specific objectives and
partnership policies is intended to
ensure that progress is achieved on
all the issues identified.

The strategy plan and action plan together

form the AONB Management Plan, a working

document that provides the framework for

sustainable management of the AONB,

including conserving and enhancing its natural

beauty. 
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A popular place: crowds at

the Holkham Show, 2003.

Hundreds visited the

Norfolk Coast AONB stand

to look at the draft of this

management plan and

have their say
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In addition to the action plan, there are also

appendices which are reviewed and/or

published annually, will be reviewed on a

different timescale from the strategy plan, or

will be developed as part of the action plan:

● AONB Action plan (reviewed/updated

annually)

● AONB management plan progress

report (published annually)

● AONB Partnership Information

Appendix (reviewed/updated annually -

information on partner organisations,

roles, plans)

● AONB management structure

(reviewed/updated annually - terms of

reference for the AONB partnership

from the current memorandum of

agreement, partner representatives)

● Summary of other conservation

designations

● Summary of Norfolk Coast Transport

Strategy 

● Visitor management zoning map and

policies

● (Other appendices comprising agreed

guidance or a summary of this and

how to access it, as prepared/reviewed

/published) 

The strategy plan, together with separate

appendices that will be updated or added as

appropriate, are provided to partner

organisations and representatives in a ring-

binder file. They will also be available to the

public on the Norfolk Coast AONB web site,

or as printed documents from the AONB

office (see back cover for details).
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‘The cry of the redshank and the distant
snarl of the tide on the shingle. The long
line of woods and rounded hills behind -
the pewter grey sea before - this corner of
England when once it holds your heart is
more lovely than any place on earth.’

Lilias Rider Haggard ‘Norfolk Notebook’ 1947
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‘A country of infinite variety and charm - a country where pleasant pastoral scenery

suddenly gives way to wild sea-shore; where wide heaths, purple with heather and

golden with gorse or bracken, are found not only along the shore but in the midst of

lands given up to cultivation; where lazy rivers wind through green pastures and bear

voyagers into many a lovely lowland nook and haunt of ancient peace.’

WA Dutt ‘Norfolk’ 1902

* A fuller account, taken from the 1995 Landscape
Assessment for the AONB4, of the special qualities of
the area, how they have been shaped and their
sensitivities, together with a summary of the process
involved in its designation, is contained in annexes at
the end of this document
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The Glaven Valley

1.2 A SPECIAL PLACE

Dynamic and different 

The Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty is unique. This section outlines

the combination of characteristics that make it

special and represents its 'statement of

significance' - the background to national

designation as a protected area.*

The influence of the sea provides a unifying

theme, with the variety and interrelationship

of dynamic coastal features such as saltmarsh,

sand dunes, shingle and eroding sand/gravel

cliffs especially important. 

The coastal plain of the north Norfolk coast in

particular has a wilderness quality rare in

lowland England, distinct from but

complemented by the rising backdrop of

largely agricultural land, which includes open

chalk downland, quiet, secluded river valleys

and the woodlands and heath of the Cromer

Ridge. 

The coastal areas of north Norfolk are marked

by the sharp contrast between the flat marsh

area and the open farmed chalklands

separated by the coastal road. Elsewhere the

transition between the distinctive landscapes

covers a wider area. 

At national level, it is one of the few

remaining examples of relatively undeveloped

and unspoilt coastal areas of this character. At

a regional level it is a wild, rich and diverse

foil to the intensive agricultural landscapes

that dominate East Anglia. There is a wide

variety of landscape character and local

distinctiveness, including buildings and

settlement patterns. The area is rich in

archaeological and historical sites, with

remains and features covering all periods from

the Palaeolithic to the Second World War

giving a strong 'time depth' to much of its

landscape.

The many nature conservation designations

testify to the area's national and international

importance for wildlife. Coastal and intertidal

habitats (cliffs, shingle banks, sand dunes,

lagoons, saltmarsh, mudflats, sandflats and

freshwater marsh) and the birds and other

wildlife they support, together with some

inland habitats such as heathland, are

particularly important.

The AONB's perceived qualities of remoteness,

as an area apart from the pattern of life

elsewhere and of tranquillity - its quiet and

peaceful atmosphere and relaxed pace of life -

are qualities reflected in art and literature, and

are often mentioned today as those that

people particularly value.
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People and place 

The Norfolk Coast today is the result of a

complex interaction between people and their

environment. The basic shape and contours of

the land and the coast are the product of

natural processes, linked to long term climate

changes acting on the underlying geology,

particularly the action of ice sheets and water.

The action of the sea, both eroding and

building, produces an ever-changing coastline.

Geology and landforms influence land use,

and many of the smaller scale features which

give the area its unique character are the

result of the actions of people, who have lived

in and used the area for thousands of years.

Even the present ‘wild’ coastline is a product

of a combination of natural processes and

human activities, in that enclosure of

saltmarsh by protective banks to provide

agricultural land has influenced coastal

processes over a much wider area.

Connections between people and the

landscape remain important. Employment in

'traditional' industries such as agriculture and

fishing has declined but these still have a key

role to play in the area's character. This special

character makes the area a unique regional

and national landscape resource. Tourism,

underpinned by the attractions of the unique

character of the area, is a major sector of the

local economy.

The national context 

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs),

along with National Parks, make up our finest

landscapes. Together they are a family of

designated areas in England and Wales, which

came into existence through the National

Parks and Access to the Countryside Act,

(1949).5 AONBs are recognised as being equal

to National Parks in landscape quality,

although arrangements for their management

and provision for outdoor recreation are

different. There are currently 41 AONBs in

England and Wales.

In 2000, the Countryside and Rights of Way

(CRoW) Act reaffirmed the objectives of

designation of AONBs and gave a 'duty of

regard' towards these objectives to all public

bodies ('relevant authorities'). The purpose of

designating an area of land as an Area of

‘Neath the blue of the sky, in the green of the corn,

It is here that the regal red poppies are born!

Brief days of desire, and long dreams of delight,

They are mine when Poppy-Land cometh in sight.

Sleep! Sleep! From the cliff to the deep

Sleep, my Poppy-Land, sleep!’

Clement Scott ‘The Garden of Sleep’ 1883
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‘As singular a countryside as any in England, where a few scattered cottages represented the

population of today, while on every hand enormous square-towered churches bristled up from the

flat green landscape and told of the glory and prosperity of old East Anglia.’

Arthur Conan Doyle  

‘The Dancing Men’ 1903
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Outstanding Natural Beauty is described in the

CRoW Act as that of "conserving and

enhancing the natural beauty of the area". In

fact, very little in the English landscape can be

described as completely 'natural', being the

result of the combined effects of many

centuries of human influence. 

Landscape includes more than scenery. It

encompasses everything that makes an area

distinctive - its geology, climate, soil, plants,

animals, communities, archaeology, buildings,

local culture and perceptions including our

own senses.

The CRoW Act also gave a specific duty to

local authorities whose areas included an

AONB or part of it to prepare and adopt an

AONB Management Plan, acting jointly if

there is more than one local authority. This

plan is the first AONB Management Plan for

the Norfolk Coast under the CRoW Act,

building on previous plans and working in

partnership with other organisations.

Setting boundaries

The Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty (see map on pages 15-16) was

designated in 1968 after discussions and

negotiations lasting five years. It is a rather

complicated and much larger area than

originally envisaged by the National Parks

Commission, the body then responsible for

designation. A large-scale map of the

designation boundary is available on the

Norfolk Coast Partnership website at:

www.norfolkcoastaonb.org.uk

Areas that had already undergone urban or

other development which, in the eyes of the

Commission, made them unsuitable for

designation were excluded. However, these

areas inevitably have an important part to play

in the functioning of the coast, its

communities and economy as a whole.

Although the specific qualities for which the

area was designated were not clearly defined

at the time, it is clear that the intention was

that the coast itself should remain the focus

of the landscape designation, as the name of

the AONB suggests. The area designated

inland of the coast provides the visual and

functional backdrop to the coast but also

contains landscapes and habitats that are

Church at Salthouse
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important in their own right, the boundary

being defined using features that were

expected to remain constant. Looked at in this

way, the boundary should be seen as a guide

to protecting and enhancing the landscape

quality of the undeveloped coast and its

hinterland rather than a hard-and-fast line.

There are minor instances where boundary

features have changed or disappeared but the

statutory boundary remains as designated in

1968. Review of AONB boundaries is a

complex, time-consuming and expensive

administrative process requiring approval by

the Secretary of State. There are no plans for

review at present. 

The North Norfolk Heritage Coast, a section of

the coast from Holme-Next-The-Sea to

Weybourne, was defined in an agreement

between local authorities and the Countryside

Commission in 1975, recognising this section

of coastline as one of the finest stretches of

undeveloped coast in England and Wales.

Heritage Coast is a non-statutory definition6,

although it is recognised within the statutory

planning system. Management of the Heritage

Coast is considered within the overall

management of the AONB contained in this

plan.

In a unique situation for the two national

landscape designations, a small area of the

eastern outlier of the AONB overlaps with the

Broads, which is effectively a National Park.

This was designated under the Norfolk and

Suffolk Broads Act in 1988 since it is also part

of the area with the distinctive character for

which the Broads was designated. 
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The area continues to inspire artists

like Vaughn Limmer, whose

grandfather was a Sheringham

fisherman and lifeboatman. ‘Before

the Crowds Arrive’ shows fishermen

at Burnham Overy Staithe

Although employment in traditional

industries such as fishing has

declined, the area has long attracted

artists such as the pioneering

photographer P H Emerson
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1.3 FACTS AND FIGURES

Facts and Figures for the Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

Item Statistics Source

Date of designation

confirmation

Area

Local Authorities

Length of coastline

8th April 1968

453 square kilometres

Norfolk County Council (AONB is

entirely within Norfolk)

North Norfolk District Council

(242.5 sq. kms)

Borough Council of King's Lynn

and West Norfolk (203.6 sq. kms)

Great Yarmouth Borough Council

(6.9 sq. kms)

Broads Authority (7.2 sq. kms) 

Total length for AONB -  90.8 kms 

44.8 kms in NNDC

42.8 kms in BCKLWN 

3.2 kms in GYBC

Countryside Agency

GIS database (2004)

Norfolk County

Council GIS database

(2004)

Norfolk County

Council GIS database

(2004) 

Countryside Agency

Length of Public Rights of

Way

287 kms Norfolk County

Council GIS database

(2004)

Highest point Roman Camp  102 metres above

sea level

OS Pathfinder map

1:25 000

No of parishes partly or

wholly in AONB

68 Norfolk County

Council GIS database

(2004) 

CONTINUED OVER PAGE
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*Number of farms

Sites of Special Scientific

Interest (SSSIs) wholly or

partly in AONB 

Ancient Woodland

(woodland in existence prior

to 1600s)

59

Water quality in rivers

(Based on fixed point

monitoring of organic

pollution)

Scheduled Monuments 

734

28

Total area - 12,022.8 ha

Percentage Meeting Public Services

Agreement (PSA) Target (favourable

condition & unfavourable but

recovering condition) - 10,753.5 ha

(89%)

284.6 ha (0.63% AONB area)

(Total of ancient woodland in

England: 35,8667 ha)

Quality Grade 1988/2001

(A - very good, B - good, C - fairly

good, D - fair, E - poor, F - bad )

Babingley B/A; Ingol D/B; Heacham B/A;

Burn B/A;  Stiffkey B/A;  Glaven B/B;

Mun E/C;  Thurne C/C

Woodland data

extracted from

Ancient Woodland

Inventories (AWI) for

England and Wales

Environment Agency

(web site, 2004)

NCC Landscape

Archaeology

Department (2004)

Countryside Agency,

derived from Defra

Agricultural Census

June 2002

Countryside Agency,

derived from Office

for National  Statistics

data, 2004 

*Figures have been compiled for wards wholly or partially within the AONB

Item Statistics Source

Fa
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*Number of households

*Income per household

*Cars/vans registered 

18,280

Mean income - £22,078

England mean - £25,792

Eastern region mean - £26,520

Total cars/vans - 23,644

Households with no car - 2,966

Households with one car - 8,859

Countryside Agency,

derived from 2001

census (Office for

National  Statistics) 

*Population figures

*Employment in agricultural

holdings

Total employed - 1,103

Total population - 40,393

Under 16 years - 6,115

Over 60 - 14,322

Working age 16-64 - 23,006
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Lan
d

scap
e typ

es su
m

m
ary

From
 'The N

orfolk C
oast Landscape: A

n assessm
ent of the A

rea of

O
utstanding N

atural Beauty' (C
ountryside C

om
m

ission, C
C

P 486,

1995)

The coastal landscape types are perhaps the m
ost typical of the area

and conjure up the m
ost vivid im

ages associated w
ith the N

orfolk

C
oast. The north N

orfolk C
oast is the area of open, rem

ote, and

untam
ed coastal landscape w

ith long view
s to the sea and big skies.

C
haracteristic features include the rem

ote co
astal m

arsh
es, san

d

d
u

n
es and sh

in
g

le rid
g

es,
w

ith co
astal m

aritim
e settlem

en
ts, red

brick and flint buildings, prom
inent churches and w

indm
ills. The o

p
en

farm
ed

 m
arsh

es landscape type, found both in the east and w
est of

the A
O

N
B, is open, rem

ote and fen-like. In the east, there are

pollarded w
illow

s alongside roadsides and long view
s to the sand

dunes. In the w
est, rectilinear fields are defined by ditches and, inland,

by sparse hedges and occasional stunted trees. Finally, the W
ash

m
u

d
flats

are characterised by a large-scale, exposed, rem
ote, and

natural landscape w
here the sea and land m

erge and the fluid and

dynam
ic interaction of sea and m

ud is all pervading.

Inland, the W
estern

 w
arren

s offer a varied, undulating, w
ell-w

ooded

landscape w
ith steep slopes, good and som

etim
es dram

atic view
s, and

quite large stretches of heathland. The self-contained estate villages in

this area are characterised by attractive, carstone buildings. Sim
ilarly

heathy in character, the C
ro

m
er R

id
g

e
is the highest part of the area 

and is characterised by its irregular, undulating, intim
ate and w

ell-

w
ooded topography and by substantial areas of heather in the w

est.

Sm
all, enclosed arable fields, hedgebanks, sunken lanes and sparse

settlem
ent are also characteristic features of the ridge.

In contrast, the area of o
p

en
 ch

alklan
d

s in the w
est of the A

O
N

B is a

rem
ote, open, farm

ed plateau w
ith a dow

nland character often

offering long view
s to the horizon, and w

ith only sparse settlem
ent

including large im
posing hom

esteads built of brick or carstone and

flint. The other predom
inantly ag

ricu
ltu

ral lan
d

scap
es consist of the

area of eastern
 farm
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ith its settled agricultural landscape of
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 trees, and the river valleys,

a tranquil, rural landscape

type w
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eandering rivers, grazing m
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s on the valley

floor, w
ell-defined arable slopes, prom

inent flint churches and a few
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PART 2: A SHARED VISION FOR THE

NORFOLK COAST

Landscape and wildlife

The Norfolk Coast is a living, working area. It

is richly diverse, with distinctive landscapes,

wildlife, settlements, building styles and

materials, communities, history and culture.

The area is essentially unspoilt with a strong

feeling of remoteness, peace and tranquillity.

The landscape shows many links with history,

with features and patterns created by past

cultures and land use. The archaeology and

cultural development of the area are evident. There are wide skyscapes,

seascapes and dark night skies that show the richness and detail of star

patterns. All parts of the area support a rich diversity of characteristic wildlife

and habitats associated with natural variations and management, including

species and habitats of national and international importance.

Older buildings that contribute to the character of the area are well

maintained and in productive use. New buildings are located and designed to

contribute to the area's beauty and distinctiveness. 

Managing the coastline

The coast has a strong feeling of wilderness and of being exposed to and

shaped by the elements. It is clearly becoming a more naturally functioning

coastline. Where it is deemed absolutely necessary to maintain coastal

defences, this is done in the most sensitive way possible in terms of

sustainability and visual and wildlife impacts. Within the constraints of rising

sea levels and storm activity the area has characteristic coastal settlements and

road networks. New buildings and roads are only located where they would

be sustainable in the long term in respect of coastal erosion and salt and

freshwater flood risk. The coast is increasingly valuable for its habitats and the

species they support, including breeding, migrating and wintering birds.

In developing this plan, local
people and organisations were
asked what they wanted for the
future of the Norfolk Coast. This
is their answer. A shared vision,
it is set 20 years from now. It
covers what needs protecting -
and what needs changing.
Everything in the management
plan is linked to this vision. It is
in sections, which the plan
follows, to help these ideas
become reality. 
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Farmland and woodland

Agriculture is the prime means of maintaining the

natural beauty of the area's countryside. Farming

and forestry provide an economically sustainable

livelihood through producing crops for a wide

range of uses including food and bio-fuels as well

as providing recreational opportunities. Farming,

the management of woodland and food

production in general, including some new crops

that are being grown in response to climate

change and market demand, are in tune with the

limitations of local climate and soil characteristics.

Crop and animal production methods do not

impact adversely on water resources, soil

structure and local eco-systems and at least

maintain, and often enhance, landscape

character, local distinctiveness and biodiversity

through a mixture of units with smaller tenant

and family owned farms sitting alongside larger

estate-based units.

Financial support is available to enable land

managers to maintain and enhance specific

landscape features, habitats and species while

maintaining an economically viable operation,

and use of this support is actively encouraged.

The area is considered one of good practice and

at the vanguard of sustainable agricultural

management. 

Living and working

Although diverse in terms of age, income and

occupation, people living and working in the area

have access to housing they can afford, enjoy a

high quality of life and share an understanding

and appreciation of the area's special qualities.

Communities include people with family ties to

the area. Each community has access to the

services and facilities it needs, across all ages.

Crime is low and the pace of life is relaxed.

The economy is broadly based, with a range of

environmentally sustainable economic activities,

including opportunities to earn a living through

'traditional' activities for the area as well as

activities based on new technology and

communications, and others that draw on and

support the area's distinctive and special features.

Local people have the skills necessary to obtain

secure and well-paid employment in the area,

helped by suitable training and education to

encourage diversity and quality of local skills and

aspirations. Tourism is an important part of the

local economy, generating money that benefits a

wide section of the local community. 
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Access, recreation and enjoying 
natural beauty

The Norfolk Coast is a place where people can

refresh both body and soul.  Recreation by

both visitors and local residents, including

long-standing traditional activities for the

area, is managed in a way that provides

opportunities for everyone to experience and

enjoy the special qualities of the area without

conflicting with those qualities or with other

people's enjoyment of them. Recreation and

enjoyment of the area provide benefits to

both its communities and landscape. Public

access routes and areas, both statutory and

discretionary, form an integrated network.

Information on these, and on areas suitable

for a variety of recreational activities, is easily

and freely available to the public.

Towards a sustainable future

The area is widely recognised as leading in

environmentally sustainable practice. Various

forms of renewable energy are produced and

used, although not at the expense of the key

qualities that give the area its special

character. Effective local food and products

networks are in operation. Alternative forms

of transport to the car are available and

widely used by both visitors and residents. All

forms of pollution are low. Water quality is

high and water is used and managed

efficiently with maximum benefits to the local

environment. Generation of waste is

minimised and waste is used as a resource

wherever possible.

Buildings have been sensitively adapted where

necessary to incorporate features that

enhance their performance in terms of both

local and global environmental sustainability.

New buildings, including those using

innovative design, also have these features as

well as complementing their surroundings. 

This vision describes how people want the place and its communities to be. There is a

further, important part of the vision that describes how people want management of the

area to work in order to achieve the vision. This appears in the following section.
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3.1 WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP

Sustainable development, use and

management of the Norfolk Coast will be

achieved by working in partnership. No single

organisation has overall responsibility; many

organisations and interests with management

roles have important parts to play in

conserving and enhancing its natural beauty.

In many ways, how management of the area

works is as important as the management

plan itself.

The Norfolk Coast Partnership is an essential

means of managing the AONB effectively.

Terms of reference for the partnership,

including the organisations and

representatives involved, are contained in a

separate appendix (see Introduction, p7).

The vision in Part 2 describes aspirations for

the Norfolk Coast as a place. This vision for

how the area should be managed also came

out of the consultation work on the plan: 

A vision for partnership
working

"Those responsible for making

decisions and managing activities

that affect the area, as well as

everyone living in, working in or

visiting it, are aware of its special

qualities and how they can

contribute towards maintaining

these. There is a committed and

effective partnership between

different organisations and

interests, within which all work

towards agreed aims and

objectives. This partnership acts to

prevent things that would be

detrimental to the area, to address

problems that may affect its

special character and to take

advantage of opportunities for

appropriate development. There is

good communication within and

between organisations managing

the area, and between them and

the wider public. The knowledge

and views of local people are

sought and taken into account in

making important decisions.

Individuals and communities work

together where necessary for the

benefit of the whole community

or a wider area".
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Working together: networking at the Norfolk Coast

Partnership Annual Community Conference in 2003
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Partnership Management Aim

The primary purpose of the AONB designation

is to conserve and enhance the natural beauty

(which includes wildlife and cultural heritage

as well as scenery) of the landscape.  The

term 'natural beauty' has this meaning

where it is used in this plan.

The designation helps to protect not just the

natural features - the trees, fields and open

spaces - but also settlements and working

environments that are distinctive

characteristics of the countryside. The

designation allows for the development of the

communities and economic activity, including

rural businesses, in ways that further enhance

the character of the AONB.

The principle of sustainable use and

management runs throughout the vision in

part 2 and through part 3, which is based on

the vision. It should run through all

management of the AONB.

The overall aim of partnership management of

the AONB is:

Where the term 'sustainable' or 'sustainability'

is used in relation to the management of the

AONB in this plan it has the meaning above.

The term 'sustainable' is sometimes used to

replace the term green as in 'green' tourism or

to refer to economic sustainability of a project

or scheme without consideration of the social

and environmental elements. Sustainability can

be likened to a three-legged stool, where the

three elements of society, economy and the

environment are legs. Without all three

elements, the stool falls over and

management is therefore not sustainable. 

"To bring about the
sustainable management
of the AONB in such a
way that meets its specific
environmental, social and
economic needs whilst
conserving and enhancing
its natural beauty."

Developing sustainable partnerships: a Norfolk

Coast Millenium Access Project trip to Felbrigg
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Other designations and plans

There are many other areas with statutory

designations overlapping with or contained

within the AONB. These are independent of

the AONB designation, but reflect the richness

of its natural beauty in terms of wildlife,

architectural and archaeological interest and

contribute to the protection and enhancement

of these aspects of natural beauty. 

There are also many other plans, both

statutory and non-statutory, which include the

AONB or parts of it, either already in existence

or in preparation. Almost all of these relate to

management or enjoyment of aspects of its

natural beauty or matters affecting it in some

way. Many of these plans specifically refer to

and recognise the AONB, those relating to the

Town and Country Planning system being

particularly important. Statutory powers

available to partner organisations in AONB

management play an important part in

conserving and enhancing natural beauty.

The AONB Management Strategy operates

within this framework. Other plans, initiatives

and designations are referred to in the

appendices to this strategy plan and the

AONB action plan to show how they can or

do contribute to implementation of the

AONB Management Plan. 

The AONB Management Plan will not override

or supersede these other plans, strategies and

designations, or confer any additional powers

on any organisations. All of the organisations

involved will continue to have their own

objectives, powers and limitations. What the

AONB Management Plan does is to provide an

agreement between organisations for how

they will work together, towards agreed aims

and objectives for the Norfolk Coast AONB. It

also provides guidance for other organisations

and individuals who wish to play their part in

conserving and enhancing its natural beauty.

Summaries of other plans
and designations are
contained in separate
appendices to the final plan
(see Introduction, p4).

Sailing at Horsey Mere: the

Broads National Park and

Norfolk Coast Area of

Outstanding Natural

Beauty share part of

their areas
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Policies for Partnership Management

The policies have been produced through a review of the policies in the 1995 Visitor Management

Strategy for the Norfolk Coast and 1998 AONB Management Strategy, which were subject to

wide public consultation. They have been refined through consideration of their relation to the

vision for partnership working in management of the AONB developed through consultation. This

has resulted in broad policies describing a general approach and way of working in the AONB for

organisations involved in its management, in relation to all the issues in sections 3.2 to 3.8.

The objectives in sections 3.2 to 3.8, together with the actions described in the action plan based

on these objectives, describe the approach to particular issues.

Section 3.8 also deals with aspects of partnership working and sets out specific objectives in

addition to these broad policies.

Policy 1

Communicate the importance and statutory significance of the AONB designation,

the Norfolk Coast AONB Partnership, and the role of the AONB Management Plan

(including the agreed management approach and guidance* associated with it)

within the partnership organisations, to other organisations and the general public.

Policy 2

Use the management plan, including the aim, the vision and agreed guidance*
associated with and developed from it, and promote its use by others, to:

● inform statutory and non-statutory plans that relate to its management and

ensure a recognition and consideration of the AONB and its natural beauty in

all such plans, and in interpretation and publications relating to it 

● co-ordinate long-term planning, policies and approach to the AONB by

different organisations and sections within them

● consider the potential effects of all proposed initiatives, projects,

management and maintenance work on the AONB and its natural beauty, in

particular landscape impacts.

*Agreed guidance developed as part of the management plan is contained in appendixes 

which are updated as new guidance is agreed and added - see latest contents list.
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Policy 3

Involve other partners and stakeholders, especially local communities, in the

development and implementation of plans and initiatives that relate to the AONB

and to their interests and responsibilities.

Policy 4

Use existing statutory plans and powers in managing change to move towards the

agreed aim and vision for the future of the AONB.

Policy 5

Address issues identified for the AONB, including those that are more marked than

in other areas, and take account of the vision and objectives for the AONB in all

relevant work involving other initiatives and partnerships. 

Policy 6

Use existing funding sources and grant schemes, and co-operate where necessary to

develop new funding, to support the achievement of the aim, vision and objectives

for the AONB.

Policy 7

Where pressures for change lie outside the control of partners in AONB

management, agree on changes needed elsewhere and lobby for those changes.

Policy 8

Support the local economy by:

● using and promoting the use of employees, services and products from the

locality

● supporting the livelihood and traditions which help maintain the character of

the area 

● promoting and supporting local and regional networks for local products and

services.
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3.2 LANDSCAPE AND WILDLIFE

The landscape, in its broadest sense, is the

basis of AONB designation. How the place

looks and how it is perceived by people, using

all their senses including their emotional

response, is of crucial importance. The details

of the landscape will change as they always

have done but the challenge is to recognise

and act to conserve the essential character of

the area.

20-year vision
The Norfolk Coast is a living, working

area. It is richly diverse, with distinctive

landscapes, wildlife, settlements,

building styles and materials,

communities, history and culture. The

area is essentially unspoilt with a strong

feeling of remoteness, peace and

tranquillity. The landscape shows many

links with history, with features and

patterns created by past cultures and

land use. The archaeology and cultural

development of the area are evident.

There are wide skyscapes, seascapes

and dark night skies that show the

richness and detail of star patterns. All

parts of the area support a rich diversity

of characteristic wildlife and habitats

associated with natural variations and

management, including species and

habitats of national and international

importance.

Older buildings that contribute to the

character of the area are well

maintained and in productive use. New

buildings are located and designed to

contribute to the area's beauty and

distinctiveness. 

Wild about wildlife: birdwatching

from a hide

Shelduck drake standing in reeds
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Issues and achievements

Landscapes, their assessment and

management

The ecological, scenic and historic

characteristics and the economic interests of a

landscape are inseparable from each other.

Landscapes change through time in response

to physical, economic and social influences,

and will continue to do so. The Norfolk Coast

is no exception, although views on what is

considered appropriate development for the

area vary depending on people's particular

needs, experiences and aspirations. 

The area's landscape is diverse - it includes a

variety of landscapes with a range of

characteristics. It was initially described in 'The

Norfolk Coast Landscape; an assessment of

the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty'4 (see

section 1.2 and annexes). Since then, a

national framework for landscape

classification, the Countryside Agency's

Countryside Character Initiative, has come

into being and is being developed further.

Although these frameworks are valuable in

understanding the character of the area,

further guidance and policy development,

including the integration of historic landscape

character, will be required to enable the

Countryside Character approach to be an

effective tool in influencing future

development. 

The effective operation of the Town and

Country Planning system, which will be

changed during the lifetime of this plan,

remains a key mechanism for ensuring that

development in the AONB is appropriate and

conserves its natural beauty. Consistent and

sustained input to development and

implementation of the new system will be

needed to ensure it is effective in this regard. 

Statutory and non-statutory conservation

designations for wildlife, the built and cultural

environment and archaeology are

fundamental to protecting key habitats and

species which make a major contribution to

the area's natural beauty, both through

recognition within the planning system and in

their own right (details of these designations

are provided in a separate appendix).

Diverse landscape: L to R - Lax sea lavender ROBIN CHITTENDEN; vernacular

building, snowdrops, fishing and local flint wall NCP

Getting close to nature
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Biodiversity

Some of our most treasured conservation

habitats such as lowland heath, which

contribute to the distinctive character of the

area, evolved in response to farming practices

that are no longer economically viable. There

has been a consequent decline in the quality

and quantity of these habitats over many

years (see also section 3.4).  However, there

may be opportunities for new approaches to

habitat creation and management, and linking

isolated habitats, using socio-economic

drivers. 

A 25-year Vision for Nature Conservation in

the AONB was produced in 19977. This

looked at potential areas for recreating

characteristic and wildlife-rich habitats as well

as ways of managing agricultural land to

enhance its wildlife value. Biodiversity Action

Plans (BAPs)8 have been developed to secure

the future of rare and characteristic species

and habitats. However, neither of 

these effectively take Coastal Habitat

Management Plans9 into account (see section

3.3). Nor do they or statutory nature

conservation designations take into account or

address the issue of climate change and its

effects (see section 3.7).

The preferred climate zones for many plant

and animal species may be shifted significantly

as a direct and indirect result of climate

change, and may no longer exist in the area

for some species. The range of wildlife

habitats and species that we regard as

characteristic for the area, which are the basis

for most nature conservation designations,

may change although new species and

habitats might become viable.

Biodiversity relies

on diverse

habitats: dunes;

reedbeds; tidal

marsh and

agricultural land

with geese
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Management of land

Sensitive management, including landscape

considerations for areas designated and

managed primarily for nature conservation,

can make a significant contribution to

conserving natural beauty (see policy 2,

section 3.1). Management plans for individual

sites already take this into account in many

cases.

Neither the planning system nor conservation

designations control the management of non-

designated farmland and woodland, however

(see section 3.4).

Development pressures

There is pressure for housing development

from national and regional targets and

market forces. New housing provision has

potential benefits for the local economy and

services (see section 3.5), but local services

can only survive if they are meeting a need.

New housing has potential impacts on the

character of existing settlements and the

landscape character of a wider area as well as

impacts dealt with in section 3.7:

● water resources and effects on natural

features dependant on these

● capacity of sewerage and sewage

treatment systems and consequent

water quality

● transport infrastructure and traffic

● light pollution

● the tranquillity of the area

There are also pressures for new forms of

development in the countryside, and a lack of

clarity in government and other guidance on

these and AONB protection in some cases.

Current examples are telecommunications

masts and wind turbines (see also section

3.7), and there may be others, unforeseen at

present, in the future. Some of these may

bring economic benefits, but there will be an

impact on the existing landscape - we need to

decide what forms of development are or can

be compatible with AONB designation.

Tourism-related development, including

services and provisions for the local tourism

industry, can have a significant impact,

especially on the undeveloped coast, and its

management needs to take account of the

special landscape qualities of the area whilst

providing for the sustainable development of

the industry. 

The nationally rare Natterjack toad,

resident of coastal dunes in the AONB
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The built environment

Many of the older buildings in particular, with

the variety of their construction materials and

styles, make a significant contribution to the

special character of the area, both in

themselves and by providing habitats for

wildlife, for example bats, barn owls and

swallows. The original practical and economic

function of many of these is no longer

relevant. Converting them to new uses can be

difficult and expensive, and needs to avoid

changing their character substantially, as well

as being sensitive to wildlife needs. 

Overhead wires for both electricity supply and

telephone connections affect the visual quality

of settlements, as well as in the open

countryside and coast in places. The high cost

of placing electricity cables underground

makes it impractical, at least for existing lines,

other than in priority cases, but advances in

communication technology may present

opportunities for improvements in the impacts

of telephone lines.

The highway corridor

The network of narrow roads, often hedge-

lined and with wide grass verges, makes a

significant contribution to the area's

landscape character and biodiversity, and

needs sensitive management when

undertaking signing, maintenance or other

traffic management work. These issues are

also considered within the Norfolk Coast

Transport Strategy (see section 3.7). 

Five-year objectives
Consider the special qualities of the AONB in planning and development control in a

consistent manner across its area

Identify, develop and promote further agreed guidance as necessary to provide a

comprehensive framework for the co-ordinated management of the natural beauty of

the area

Maintain and enhance the populations of distinctive species and habitats of the AONB

within the constraints and opportunities of climate and other environmental changes

1

2

3
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3.3  MANAGING THE COASTLINE

The qualities of the coast and its relationship

with its hinterland are fundamental to the

character of the area, and the basis of its

designation. The sometimes-conflicting

demands of flood and erosion protection, 

sustainability, and conservation of landscape

character, wildlife value and the historic

environment need to be carefully balanced to

maintain its essential character.

20-year vision
The coast has a strong feeling of

wilderness and of being exposed to

and shaped by the elements. It is clearly

becoming a more naturally functioning

coastline. Where it is deemed

absolutely necessary to maintain coastal

defences, this is done in the most

sensitive way possible in terms of

sustainability and visual and wildlife

impacts. Within the constraints of rising

sea levels and storm activity the area

has characteristic coastal settlements

and road networks. New buildings and

roads are only located where they

would be sustainable in the long term

in respect of coastal erosion and salt

and freshwater flood risk. The coast is

increasingly valuable for its habitats and

the species they support, including

breeding, migrating and wintering

birds.

A dynamic coastline which

moves and changes

insert; samphire

Working on

the sea wall

at Blakeney

1905
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Issues and achievements

A changing coastline

The geology and physiography of the AONB

coastline, with its variety and combination of

features responding to coastal processes,

make it of international scientific importance,

in addition to its landscape qualities (see

annex). This is a particularly dynamic coastline,

subject to continuous and often rapid change,

which is a major part of its special character.

Historical records and geological research

confirm that this has long been its nature. The

importance of the wildlife and habitats of the

marine and intertidal areas of the Wash and

North Norfolk Coast has also been recently

recognised by its designation as a candidate

European Marine Site.10

Climate change (see section 3.7), is predicted

to give rise to increased storminess and

contribute to sea level rise (forecast at 4-6mm

per year for the next 100 years) along with

continuing readjustments of the British

landmass after the last ice age. This is

expected to cause additional and increasing

problems in maintaining sea defences in their

current position, giving rise to threats to

coastal settlements, archaeology and buildings

(including some of architectural/historical

value). It also threatens to damage or destroy

characteristic and designated coastal habitats,

although it could also lead to the creation of

other valuable and characteristic habitats at

the same time.

Maintaining the coastline exactly as it is now,

at least in the medium to long term, will not

be possible. Under current legislation, moving

towards sustainable management of a more

naturally functioning coastline will mean

finding replacement sites in a more

sustainable location for some habitats,

particularly coastal freshwater marshes. It also

means we need to find ways of

accommodating change in coastal

settlements, roads and other infrastructure.

Offshore dredging of aggregates (sand and

gravel) also has the potential to affect the

coastline through complex interaction with

sediment supply and transport systems, as

well as potential effects on marine ecosystems

and species. The actual effects, including

potential cumulative and long-term effects,

are not fully understood or generally agreed. 

Working with nature

Understanding and working with, rather than

against, the processes that drive coastline

change is crucial to effective management of

the coastline. 

Salthouse beach needed continuous

‘reprofiling’: management is now

moving towards more sustainable

solutions

Holme

Timber-

circle: a

Bronze Age

structure

exposed on

Holme Beach

after being

buried for

millennia
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These processes are large scale, so what

happens in the marine and coastal

environment well outside the AONB needs to

be considered in managing its coastline.

Continuous monitoring of coastline change,

undertaken by the Environment Agency, as

well as sediment transport studies and

predictive studies such as ‘Futurecoast’, help

to increase understanding. Involving and

communicating this understanding to

organisations and communities is needed to

gain wide acceptance and support for a

sustainable approach to coastline

management.

Coastal plans and projects

Shoreline Management Plans (SMPs), together

with the Town and Country Planning System,

are a key mechanism in planning for

sustainable management of the area's

coastline whilst conserving its natural beauty.

The first SMPs were published in the mid-

1990s. These established simple policies (hold

the line, retreat or advance the line) for

sections of coastline. They are now due for

review. Shortcomings with the initial Shoreline

Management Plans have been recognised, and

future SMPs are intended to integrate more

fully with other plans, including those within

the Town and Country Planning system.

A new Shoreline Management Plan for the

coast between Kelling Hard and Lowestoft is

scheduled for completion in 2004 as part of a

national pilot. New SMPs to cover the

remaining stretches of coast will follow later.

Coastal Habitat Management Plans (CHaMPs)

have also been developed for two stretches of

the AONB coast, in north Norfolk and at

Winterton. These examine how the nature

conservation status under European

designation can be maintained in the future

as the coast changes. They are designed to

feed into Shoreline Management Plans.

A small coastal realignment scheme, returning

an area of brackish marsh behind a sea wall

to saltmarsh, has been implemented by the

Environment Agency at Brancaster following

extensive consultation. Proposals for the

realignment of the channel of the River

Glaven through the coastal marshes are also

likely to come to fruition within the lifetime of

this plan.

Managing the continuing erosion of the easily

eroded glacial cliffs and dunes of the area,

particularly from Weybourne eastwards, and

balancing this with the needs and aspirations

of coastal communities, is likely to prove more

difficult but is an issue being addressed within

the new generation of SMPs.

Five-year objectives
Continue to improve understanding by all stakeholders of the processes driving long-

term coastal change and its implications for the area

Proceed towards the sustainable management of the AONB coastline through the

development and implementation of all coastal management plans and projects
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3.4 FARMLAND AND WOODLAND

The management of farmland and woodland

for food and other products has been, and

still is, the key human influence on the

landscape of most of Britain, including most

of the Norfolk Coast. The economic health of

farming and woodland management, and the

ability of these landuses in the future to

deliver environmental benefits at the same

time, are vital for the maintenance of a

landscape worthy of the AONB designation.

20-year vision 
Agriculture is the prime means of

maintaining the natural beauty of the

area's countryside. Farming and forestry

provide an economically sustainable

livelihood through producing crops for

a wide range of uses including food

and bio-fuels as well as providing

recreational opportunities. Farming, the

management of woodland and food

production in general, including some

new crops that are being grown in

response to climate change and market

demand, are in tune with the

limitations of local climate and soil

characteristics. Crop and animal

production methods do not impact

adversely on water resources, soil

structure and local eco-systems and at

least maintain, and often enhance,

landscape character, local

distinctiveness and biodiversity through

a mixture of units with smaller tenant

and family owned farms sitting

alongside larger estate-based units.

Financial support is available to enable

land managers to maintain and

enhance specific landscape features,

habitats and species while maintaining

an economically viable operation, and

use of this support is actively

encouraged. The area is considered one

of good practice and at the vanguard

of sustainable agricultural

management. 

Woodland at Felbrigg: 

one of the few sites of ancient woodland

in the AONB

Fields at Weybourne: 

farming is a key influence on the landscape
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Historically the farmed landscape has

reflected the economic and social needs of

the time. Arable farming has been a major

land use since designation, but its increased

profitability compared to livestock farming,

and therefore the availability of suitable

grazing livestock, has made it increasingly

difficult to manage valued conservation

habitats such as heathland, downland and

grazing marshes (see section 3.2).

Woodland, copses and even individual trees

make an important contribution to the area's

landscape character, although it is not rich in

woodland generally, particularly ancient

woodland. The economic viability of

woodland for timber products is low at

present but woodland can provide

recreational and wildlife benefits as well as

supporting income from shooting or other

activities. There is scope for more woodland

in appropriate locations, as well as for

improved management for a range of uses.

Maintaining the farmed and wooded

landscape as it is at present, or aiming for a

certain 'ideal' landscape, is unlikely to be

possible. However, this does not imply that

farmland and woodland cannot contribute to

distinctive landscapes and biodiversity in

future, as well as providing employment and

opportunities for recreation, through careful

management of change.

Issues and achievements 

The farmed and wooded landscape

(A full account of the landscape and its

development is contained in an annex.)

Pressures for change

More land has changed ownership and

management over the last five years than at

any time in recent history. Current economic

conditions are encouraging both less intensive

farming through conservation grant schemes

and more intensive farming, including letting

of land for whole farm contracting11.  Large-

scale operations place a greater emphasis on

the need for efficiency than on landscape and

wildlife conservation. In general, there has

been intensification in farming methods in the

area since the 1960s. Nevertheless the area

retains significant populations of farmland

bird species although in much lower numbers

than previously.

Many farming techniques

were pioneered in

Norfolk by Lord Coke
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As agriculture has become more intensive and

efficient in terms of production, inputs of

inorganic fertilisers and pesticides have

increased and crop production techniques

have altered. The quality of soil structures may

be affected through loss of organic matter

and erosion as a result.12 Water abstraction

for irrigation, potentially affecting landscape

and wildlife features, has increased as more

traditional crops have been replaced by cash

crops. Characteristic, water-dependent

habitats and species are also being adversely

affected by fertiliser and pesticide run-off, and

siltation. 

The operation of controls available to the

Environment Agency through Nitrate

Vulnerable Zones (NVZs), the European Water

Framework Directive and Catchment

Abstraction Management Plans (CAMs) are

important mechanisms in managing

environmental impacts relating to water

abstraction, quality and use.

There have been recent down-turns in crop

prices and there is likely to be a reduction in

production support payments in future.

Response to market forces and predicted

climate change means different crops and

land management practices may become

practical and adopted by farmers in future.

Diversification into activities other than

farming, which offer an alternative or

additional income, is already underway and

encouraged by grants, and is likely to increase

(see section 3.5). If targets are to be met for

non-fossil fuels (bio-fuels) and markets

develop for new, sustainable materials for

other uses, this will present opportunities for

new crops. These are all likely to have an

effect on the landscape, as well as other

effects across many sectors. 

The mid term review of the Common

Agricultural Policy (CAP) will have a greater

impact upon the beef and sheep industry than

on the arable sector. At this stage it is

envisaged that the forecast reduction in

cropping will provide environmental benefit

and that extensification will lead to greater

uptake of agri-environment schemes. Existing

marginal areas are likely to suffer a reduced

level of management.

Arable farming

has shaped the

landscape for

much of the

AONB. Today

there are bales at

Horsey Corner: will

we be growing

different crops in

the future?
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Support for environmentally sensitive

farming

There is no specific agri-environment grant

scheme for the AONB, but regionally the

nation-wide Countryside Stewardship Scheme

(CSS), focusing on certain landscape features

and habitats has been available in the whole

area. Other grant schemes also operated

through the Rural Development Service

section of the Department for Environment,

Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), are available to

assist in diversification and marketing. 

The Countryside Stewardship Scheme has

been well promoted and facilitated by local

authority countryside staff and the Norfolk

Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG).

However, at present the scheme does not

generally provide the incentive needed for

many farmers to manage with conservation

objectives in mind.  Subject to the success of

a pilot scheme, it is hoped that the Entry Level

Scheme (ELS), open to all landowners/farmers,

will be refined according to the feedback from

the pilot scheme and rolled out nationally by

Defra in 2005. At the same time it is planned

that a new Higher Tier Scheme (HTS) will be

launched that will replace the existing

Countryside Stewardship and Environmentally

Sensitive Area (ESA) schemes.

Five-year objectives
Ensure the optimum benefit to the special landscape character, archaeological sites,

historic landscapes and biodiversity of the area is achieved through agri-environment

schemes

Sustainably manage current woodland, and appropriate new woodlands, to provide

landscape, biodiversity and economic benefit

Enable farmers and landowners to contribute more effectively to the sustainable

management of the natural beauty of the area through the development of support

and advice 

6

7
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3.5 LIVING AND WORKING

The interaction of people with their

environment, resulting in living, working

landscapes that respond to environmental,

social and economic influences, has made the

area what it is today, with all the qualities that

we value in it as well as some that we may

wish to improve on. It is important that

people maintain this dynamic interaction,

develop new ways of relating to their

environment and continue to live, work, raise

families, and maintain connections with past

generations.

The objective of designation as an AONB is to

conserve and enhance the area's natural

beauty, but consultation in development of

the vision demonstrated a clear wish to

maintain a living, working area rather than

one 'preserved in aspic' as well as one of

outstanding natural beauty. In practice, it will

only be possible to achieve sustainability and

maintain the area's natural beauty if its

economic and social needs are also met (see

section 3.1).

20-year vision
Although diverse in terms of age,

income and occupation, people living

and working in the area have access to

housing they can afford, enjoy a high

quality of life and share an

understanding and appreciation of the

area's special qualities. Communities

include people with family ties to the

area. Each community has access to the

services and facilities it needs, across all

ages. Crime is low and the pace of life

is relaxed.

The economy is broadly based, with a

range of environmentally sustainable

economic activities, including

opportunities to earn a living through

'traditional' activities for the area as

well as activities based on new

technology and communications, and

others that draw on and support the

area's distinctive and special features.

Local people have the skills necessary to

obtain secure and well-paid

employment in the area, helped by

suitable training and education to

encourage diversity and quality of local

skills and aspirations. Tourism is an

important part of the local economy,

generating money that benefits a wide

section of the local community. 

Cromer Beach in the 1800s: tourism has long

been an important part of the local economy

Sheringham fishermen in

1910: part of a working

landscape and tradition

that continues today
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Issues and achievements

The issues summarised below affect many

rural and coastal areas, but many are

particularly acute in the AONB because of the

attraction of the area for people and its

geographic characteristics.

Local economy

In common with other rural areas, there has

been a decline in 'traditional' activities such as

farming, fishing and craft based industries

such as boat-building. Nationally, the foot and

mouth crisis focused attention on the

importance of the non-food production aspect

of the rural economy. 

The financial position for most farmers is very

difficult at present, causing them to look to

forms of income-generating activity other

than agriculture, sometimes encouraged by

grant schemes. This can deliver benefits to the

rural economy and environment, including the

potential for management for nature

conservation objectives to create jobs. It can

also lead to pressures for development in the

countryside, including renewable energy

generation, communications development and

increased traffic so it needs to be handled

sensitively.

The tourism industry, for which the area's

environment and natural beauty is the key

asset, plays an important part in the local

economy. A study in 2000 estimated that

annual visitors to six nature reserves on the

north Norfolk coast spend £5.3 million on the

day of their visit and £20.8 million during

their trip as a whole13. It supports many local

jobs directly as well as other businesses

indirectly, and helps to support community

services such as village shops, post offices and

pubs. It also helps to support nature

conservation management activity on

important sites in the area. However, many

tourism-related jobs are part-time and have a

reputation for low pay and poor working

conditions, although local businesses are

seeking to redress this. Forecasts for the Hotel

and Catering sector, particularly strong within

the area, predict an increase of 27% by 2010

for Norfolk but the county also has the

highest level of part-time work in the region.

Seasonal peaks in unemployment occur

around December to February.14

Other types of local employment at present

include the service sector (for example local

authorities, health, care homes), building and

allied trades, and employment drawing on

tourism, for example local artists.

Seals on the sand at Blakeney Point: running trips to

view them are providing an alternative employment

to fishing
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The dominance of tourism in the local

economy, giving a relatively narrow economic

base, could lead to difficulties if tourism is

affected by factors beyond local control. The

EU Objective 2 Local Area Framework15,

covering 210 square kilometres of coastal

wards from Holme-next-the-Sea to Cromer,

contains some guidance on key sectors that

may be appropriate and viable in the area, but

most schemes coming forward under this

initiative in the area continue to focus on

tourism.

Overall, there is a shortage of full-time jobs

that provide an income level enabling access

to the local housing market (see below)

causing a lack of staff to fill some local job

vacancies. In order to be truly sustainable,

future employment will need to provide such

jobs as well as supporting, or at worst not

damaging, the conservation of the area's

natural beauty. This environmental quality is

also an asset, which can help attract new

employment to the area. In addition to

sustainable forms of current economic

activities, this could include new activities such

as media and other creative industries based

on information technology, and small scale

specialist crafts or food processing which build

on local heritage or features (see also section

3.7). 

Education/training

There is generally a relatively low and narrow

skills base amongst the potential working

population in the area, which restricts

opportunities for new economic activities and

employment. Data from the Learning and

Skills Council suggest that there are low levels

of basic numeracy and literacy skills in the

area and it is the middle manager levels and

above who are most likely to take up training

opportunities.

Housing

The availability of affordable housing and local

jobs are inseparable, although the need for

affordable housing in different parts of the

area varies. Houses bought and used as

second, holiday or retirement homes are a

significant contribution to high and increasing

house prices in the area. The sale of council

housing under the Right to Buy scheme has

also contributed to a shortage of affordable

housing. The amount of housing that would

need to be built to bring down the market

price to an affordable level, even if this were

possible, would be likely to have a significant

negative impact on the area's character.

Applications for housing under the exceptions

rule within local plans could allow more

affordable housing, but at the expense of

extending development boundaries of

settlements. As an 'add-on' paid for by

developers as part of a commercial scheme, it

would also mean more development of a type

that would be likely to add to other issues

outlined in this section.

Affordable housing in attractive coastal

villages is in short supply (Binham village)
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Changes in communities

The factors above, together with a shortage

of services and facilities providing for the

requirements of young people, are

contributing to young people moving away

from the area and resulting in changes in the

area's age profile and in the structure of its

communities. Second and holiday-let houses

also tend to reduce community vibrancy,

especially in the winter months. There can be

tension and differences between people

moving to the area and families who have

lived here for generations. Good

communication is vital to overcome this (see

section 3.8), and to strengthen recognition

that ‘incoming’ people can also bring valuable

new perspectives, skills, knowledge and

employment opportunities which benefit the

area, as well as helping to build support and

understanding of the AONB. 

Services

Although generally perceived as an area

where people have a high quality of life,

thirteen AONB wards appear in the poorest

10% in national figures for geographic

restrictions on access to services16.  The

provision of key rural services in the area as

well as jobs and affordable housing - health

care, training and the transport (see section

3.7) to provide access to these - is affected by

the area’s particular circumstances.  Its coastal

geography restricts the effective catchment

area of coastal settlements, and the effects of

the high proportion of houses used as second

or holiday homes, as well as the high average

age of the population, can create pressures on

existing services such as schools (through low

demand) and doctors (through high demand).

Five-year objectives
Influence and implement local housing policy to provide for the specific needs of

the area whilst conserving its natural beauty

Work towards a viable broad based economy within the AONB whilst maintaining

its natural beauty

Support and advise the tourism industry so that it may take account of the specific

environmental, social and economic needs of the AONB

Gain a clear picture of the service provision of the AONB and utilise existing and

develop new schemes in areas of need

Improve support and training for all businesses in order that they contribute to

the natural beauty of the area and help all businesses to operate more sustainably

Improve access to support and training for those living in the AONB

9
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3.6 ACCESS, RECREATION AND ENJOYING

NATURAL BEAUTY

Unlike National Parks, provision for outdoor

recreation is not a formal purpose of AONB

designation but in practice the Norfolk Coast

is a local, regional and national recreational

resource which people use and enjoy. The

more people enjoy, understand and

appreciate the area and its special character,

the more likely they are to support

management to maintain this character. 

Issues and achievements

The AONB, particularly the coast, is heavily

used for a wide range of recreational

activities. These activities benefit the health,

well-being and quality of life of those taking

part17, as well as helping to support the local

economy in many cases (see section 3.5).

Those using the marine environment are

especially important and well established, in

particular sailing, but also including other

forms of boating, windsurfing and angling.

The area is also popular for more informal

activities such as short walks, walking dogs,

browsing in villages and scenic drives, by

both local residents and visitors.

Traditional activities for coastal

communities such as gathering cockles or

samphire, formerly part of the

'longshore economy', are now

more in the nature of recreational

activities for the most part.

20-year vision
The Norfolk Coast is a place where

people can refresh both body and soul.

Recreation by both visitors and local

residents, including long-standing

traditional activities for the area, is

managed in a way that provides

opportunities for everyone to

experience and enjoy the special

qualities of the area without conflicting

with those qualities or with other

people's enjoyment of them.

Recreation and enjoyment of the area

provide benefits to both its

communities and landscape. Public

access routes and areas, both statutory

and discretionary, form an integrated

network. Information on these, and on

areas suitable for a variety of

recreational activities, is easily and

freely available to the public.

The Norfolk Coast Cycleway: developed

by organisations in the Norfolk Coast

Partnership to promote sustainable

enjoyment of the area

Sailing is an important

and established activity

on the coast
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Impacts of recreational and visitor use

Some activities, at some sensitive sites and in

some cases at certain times of year, can have

an impact on species and habitats that are

part of the area's special character. (More

details of specific disturbance and sensitivities

are given in the visitor management zones

guidance map and table from the AONB

Visitor Management Strategy and the Wash

and North Norfolk European Marine Site

Management Scheme - see below). Large

numbers involved in an activity that causes

low-level damage, or smaller numbers

involved in more damaging activity, can both

have significant effects. 

Not all recreational activities are compatible

with each other or with maintaining the

tranquillity that is an important part of the

character of the area. There is some conflict in

places between vehicular access and other

users and/or nature conservation interests.

This affects some sections of the public's

enjoyment of natural beauty and creates

pressures on some sensitive characteristic

habitats and species.

Management of recreational and 

visitor use

The effects of increasing numbers of visitors

and recreational use on the area was one of

the main concerns that led to the setting up

of a partnership of organisations for its

management in 1991. Much work in this area

has already been undertaken, mainly based on

the Visitor Management Strategy co-ordinated

by the Norfolk Coast Project in 1995, which

included a visitor management zoning scheme

and policies (available as a separate appendix

to this plan or on the AONB web site).

In general, it is how people behave, rather

than their actual numbers, that is significant.

Most damage and disturbance is unintentional,

so communication and information has a key

role to play (see also section 3.8). The

organisations of the Norfolk Coast Partnership

have undertaken much work to manage these

pressures and conflicts, including studies to

assess impacts, provision of leaflets and on-site

information, and development of the Norfolk

Coast Cycleway and a field studies guide to

promote sustainable enjoyment and

appreciation of the area. 

Visitors inevitably generate car traffic,

particularly at certain times of year, damaging

important aspects of the area’s character. The

Visitor Management Strategy also led to the

production and implementation of a Transport

Strategy for the AONB (see section 3.7).

More recently, the management scheme for

the Wash and North Norfolk Coast European

Marine Site10, developed through a wide

partnership including local community

representatives, has been developed and was

launched in January 2002. This provides a

framework to continue to address the

integration of recreation and wildlife

conservation, as well as other pressures, on

the particularly sensitive habitats of the Wash

and north Norfolk coasts.

A field studies

guide was

developed by

Norfolk Coast

Partnership:

children enjoying

the coast at

Brancaster
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Improving opportunities to enjoy the

area's natural beauty

The Norfolk Coast Millennium Access Project,

a project shared by the Norfolk Coast

Partnership and site managers, has provided

an improvement in information and

opportunities for enjoyment of natural beauty

by everyone regardless of their physical

abilities and identified the potential for more

work along these lines.

The existing network of rights of way and

discretionary access is not sufficient in all parts

of the area to allow or encourage the public

to fully enjoy, understand and value its natural

beauty. Information on much of the access

available to the public through Countryside

Stewardship agreements is not easily

accessible or well co-ordinated with rights of

way. Limitations of public transport and the

volume of traffic on some roads (see 

section 3.7) can also act as a discouragement

to walking, cycling and horse-riding.

Consequently, enjoyment of the area without

using a car is not as easy as it could or should

be. The development of Rights of Way

Improvement Plans by Norfolk County Council

under the Countryside and Rights of Way

(CRoW) Act 2000, should help in addressing

this. 

Arrangements for open access, also currently

in development under CRoW, will affect

common land, heathland and downland in

the area, potentially including some parts of

the intertidal marshes. There are potential

impacts on special wildlife interests, on the

visually sensitive coastal landscape if signing is

required; and potential conflicts with

established uses and management, including

public safety considerations. Open access

areas will also need to be integrated with

rights of way.

Five-year objectives
Establish and develop systems to manage visitor pressure on key wildlife

species and habitats within the AONB

Improve the opportunities for the understanding and awareness of the AONB

and its sustainable use as a recreational resource

Further improve facilities and information for people with disabilities to enjoy

the area's natural beauty

15

16

17

Car-free:

sustainable use of

the area
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3.7 TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

The principle of sustainable management and

development of the area, which includes

conservation of its unique character, runs

through this plan (see section 3.1). During the

initial consultation, it was recognised that the

area should play its part in addressing wider

sustainability issues as well as more local

issues and should demonstrate good practice

in sustainable use of resources, reducing,

reusing and recycling wherever possible. It

was also recognised that meeting global goals

could have local implications that would need

careful management. Overall, the AONB

should be seen to be leading the way in

sustainable management and development

their full sense. 

20-year vision
The area is widely recognised as

leading in environmentally

sustainable practice. Various

forms of renewable energy are

produced and used, although not

at the expense of the key qualities

that give the area its special

character. Effective local food and

products networks are in

operation. Alternative forms of

transport to the car are available

and widely used by both visitors

and residents. All forms of

pollution are low. Water quality is

high and water is used and

managed efficiently with

maximum benefits to the local

environment. Generation of waste

is minimised and waste is used as

a resource wherever possible.

Buildings have been sensitively

adapted where necessary to

incorporate features that enhance

their performance in terms of

both local and global

environmental sustainability. New

buildings, including those using

innovative design, also have these

features as well as

complementing their

surroundings. 
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Renewable energy: photothermal and

photovoltaic cells on the National Trust’s

Brancaster Millennium Activity Centre’s roof
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Issues and achievements

Climate change

Global climate change, accelerated by the

emission of greenhouse gases (mainly carbon

dioxide from burning fossil fuels) is an issue

that is likely to affect everyone in some way.

The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP)18

predicts that the average ambient temperature

will increase by between 2 to 3.5 degrees

Celsius by the 2080s, with associated changes

in precipitation patterns. Both changes will be

more marked in the south and east of the UK,

and the Norfolk Coast can expect warmer,

drier summers and wetter winters. The UKCIP

also predicts more erratic weather patterns

generally, with increased frequency and

severity of storms. The sea level rise effects of

global warming will also be significant (see

section 3.3). 

It is important to realise that every measure,

however small, taken to address the

contributions to climate change will help

affect the global picture, and the AONB

should be seen to lead by example.

Nevertheless, the area will need to adapt to

climate change as well as playing its part in

reducing man-made causes.

Energy generation and use 

Reducing energy usage and switching to non-

polluting ways of generating energy, so

reducing 'greenhouse gas' emission, are

aspects of moving towards sustainable

development. The landscape and wildlife

effects of renewable energy generation

projects such as windfarms, or of crops grown

to supply energy (biofuels) also need to be

considered (see sections 3.2 and 3.4).

It is not that difficult to design new buildings

incorporating more energy efficient materials,

styles and equipment but they need to fit in

with 'traditional' styles. Similarly, adapting

traditional buildings to incorporate these

features, including the reuse of redundant

buildings, needs to avoid a significant change

in their character. (see section 3.2). Examples

of good practice

already exist in

this latter

respect, for

example in

the National

Trust's

Millennium

Activity Centre

at Brancaster

Staithe. 

Wind power past and present

Cley Mill and wind turbine:

which forms of renewable

energy will be appropriate in the

area in the future?
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Natural resources and environmental

quality

How we use and manage water is likely to

become an increasingly important aspect of

sustainable development because of climate

change and increased pressures on the

resource. Abstraction for public water supply

(both locally or for other areas) or agricultural

irrigation may have significant impacts on

characteristic landscapes and wildlife habitats

and species (see also sections 3.2 and 3.4). 

The European Water Framework Directive19 is

important legislation intended to address

issues of sustainable water use and

management. Sustainable drainage systems to

manage rainfall in both urban and rural

environments can help to reduce pollution

and flooding as well as providing wildlife

habitat benefits20.

Although land-based mineral extraction can

potentially impact upon natural beauty, this is

not a significant issue for the AONB (see also

section 3.3). The few relatively small operating

or closed sand and gravel extraction sites offer

opportunities for nature conservation benefits

through restoration, which is already in

progress in some cases.

A high quality environment in general, with

low levels of all types of pollution, is also an

important aspect of sustainable development.

It is essential to the overall quality of the

area's landscape and wildlife (see sections 3.2

and 3.4), to people's enjoyment of it and to

their health and well-being (see section 3.6). It

also helps to support the local economy (see

section 3.5). Wilderness quality, dark night

skies, peace and tranquillity were identified as

key features of the area (see section 3.2).

These can all be affected by inappropriate

lighting, intrusive noise and air pollution. All

forms of litter, whether sweet wrappers,

marine litter, fly tipping or dog fouling can

affect the enjoyment and natural beauty of

the area and can also present public health

hazards. 

For the area to be seen as being in the

forefront of sustainable management, more

effective management of all kinds of waste

will be needed in future. This might include

the use of material currently seen as waste

(for example forestry trimmings) as a resource

as well as reducing waste at source and

recycling. 

Although there have been some significant

improvements in sewage management and

treatment in recent years, for example at

Blakeney, there are still problems of ageing

systems of limited capacity and new

development in places.

The planning system, supported by advice

from statutory agencies, together with powers

available to these agencies, have important

roles to play in recommending and ensuring

sustainable management and pollution

prevention measures.

Farmland and wild landscapes share the same resources -

including water - and need careful management to co-exist
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Transport

Fossil fuel used for transport is a major source

of the 'greenhouse gas' carbon dioxide. In

addition, traffic also impacts on the

tranquillity of the area and, more indirectly

through its management, on its landscape

quality (see section 3.2). Concerns about

increasing levels of traffic in the area and their

direct and indirect effects were raised during

early work on visitor management (see

sections 3.6 and 3.2). A strategy aiming to

address transport and traffic issues affecting

the area, the Norfolk Coast Transport

Strategy, was produced in 199821. Innovative

schemes that have been developed include:

● an all-year bus service along the coast

(the 'CoastHopper') with hourly

services in summer

● visually-sensitive speed limit and traffic

calming schemes in villages,

particularly along the A149 coast road

● a pilot project to conserve the

character of 'Quiet Lanes' and use

them to enhance recreation and

enjoyment of the area

● introduction of evening train services

on the Bittern Line (Norwich to

Sheringham)

● introduction of the North Norfolk

Community Transport Partnership, a

minibus sharing scheme.

As for any rural area, the use of private cars is

likely to remain important for many local

people, although there may be easily

accessible technological developments in

future that help to reduce impacts on global

climate. However, local people as well as

visitors will need to find ways to reduce car

use if detrimental effects on tranquillity and

the character of the rural road network (see

section 3.2) are to be avoided. 

The Norfolk Coast Transport Strategy, now

incorporated into the Local Transport Plan for

Norfolk22, is a key means of achieving this. It

is a linked strategy to the AONB Management

Plan, addressing transport and traffic issues

for the area.

The Norfolk Coast Transport

Strategy led to the development of

an all-year coastal bus service
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Local products

Local products networks and initiatives are

developing fast (nine farmers markets in

Norfolk in 2003, from none in 2000). The

Norfolk Coast Partnership produced a local

products directory for the area in 2001.

Benefits include a reduction in transport of

food and other products for long distances

('food miles') as well as to the local economy

and the character of the area. Such initiatives

can help to provide outlets for products

whose production methods help to maintain

characteristic landscape features and habitats

(see also sections 3.2, 3.4), as well as

supporting local crafts and lifestyles (see

section 3.5) and are helping to raise the

profile of the benefits of 'buying local' to both

residents and visitors.

At present, large-scale farm production

predominates in the area with only a small

percentage of produce being sold locally.

Local supply chains for larger producers need

further development to allow them to benefit

from this trend.

Five-year objectives
Meet the aims of the AONB designation in the management of its traffic and

transport

Demonstrate the sustainable use and management of natural resources, energy

efficiency and generation of renewable energy sources within the area that takes

account of its natural beauty

Utilise existing and develop new methods to reduce the adverse impacts of all

forms of pollution in the AONB

Manage waste to reduce its environmental impact and to provide benefits to the

sustainable management and conservation of the natural beauty of the AONB

Contribute to the sustainable management of the AONB through an effectively

operating local product network

18

19

20

21

22
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3.8 WORKING TOGETHER AND MEASURING

PROGRESS

Section 3.1 explains the need for partnership

working in management of the AONB and

refers to the relationship of other plans to the

AONB management plan, and to the

management structure for the AONB, both of

which are both covered in detail in separate

appendices to this strategy plan. It also sets

out a vision for partnership management and

agreed policies for partnership management

that describe how the partners will operate in

relation to the AONB.

That vision is repeated here, followed by

issues and achievements relating to this vision,

and objectives for issues that require specific

actions (as for the other sub-sections 3.2 to

3.7).

20-year vision
Those responsible for making decisions

and managing activities that affect the

area, as well as everyone living in,

working in or visiting it, are aware of its

special qualities and how they can

contribute towards maintaining these.

There is a committed and effective

partnership between different

organisations and interests, within

which all work towards agreed aims

and objectives. This partnership acts to

prevent things that would be

detrimental to the area, to address

problems that may affect its special

character and to take advantage of

opportunities for appropriate

development. There is good

communication within and between

organisations managing the area, and

between them and the wider public.

The knowledge and views of local

people are sought and taken into

account in making important decisions.

Individuals and communities work

together where necessary for the

benefit of the whole community or a

wider area. 

Working together has its benefits: 

‘All Hands’ a study of  Norfolk Crabfishermen

by local artist Vaughn Limmer
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Issues and achievements

Complexity of other plans

The complexity and number of other plans

relating to management of the AONB, and

how they interact, can potentially lead to

confusion and a lack of co-ordination in

management of the area (see section 3.1). All

these plans need to recognise the AONB and

its management plan, and be co-ordinated

and consistent in their approach to the area. 

Communication and co-ordination

One of the key requirements for effective

management of the Norfolk Coast AONB is

communication. Firstly, decision-makers at

local, regional and national level, as well as

local people and visitors, need to be aware of

the importance of the AONB and issues

affecting its natural beauty. Secondly, good

communication, both between and within

organisations and with local people, is

needed to ensure co-ordinated management.

Local involvement and support of interest

groups, individual residents and visitors can

only be ensured by communication of

information in a suitable medium and place.

The need for communication and co-

ordination of plans and initiatives was one of

the main reasons for setting up a

partnership of organisations for

management of the AONB in

1991, as the Norfolk Coast

Project. From early on, this

also involved the local community in the form

of representatives for AONB parishes. The

partnership has continued to function as a

principal means of co-ordinating management

of the area and of developing knowledge and

communicating information relating to issues

affecting its natural beauty and means of

management. Significant initiatives have

included:

● development of strategies and

guidance relating to the AONB and

initiatives arising from them (see

sections 3.2 to 3.7)

● establishing and developing an annual

free newspaper, the Norfolk Coast

Guardian, to inform both residents and

visitors about the AONB, issues

affecting it and their management

● establishing an annual, topical Norfolk

Coast Community Conference, to

extend and strengthen the

communication and partnership

between management agencies and

local people, and 

● setting up and developing an AONB

web site, giving information on the

area and its management and acting

as a portal to websites of partner

organisations.

The Norfolk Coast AONB’s ‘Norfolk

Coast Guardian’ has a readership of

over 50,000
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A strong sense of ownership and commitment

to the area's natural beauty amongst local

communities has been evident through

contact and involvement for many years with

organisations involved in managing the area.

Considerable efforts have been made to

involve local people in all the strategies and

initiatives developed for the AONB, although

there is still room for improvement. In

particular it has proved difficult so far to

involve younger people in consultation on

developing plans and initiatives for the area

and engage them in issues concerning the

management of the AONB.

Policy 3 of this plan recognises the need for

effective consultation and involvement, but

there is also great scope for supporting and

empowering communities to enable them to

address and influence the issues that affect

and concern them. Developing Parish Plans

can provide the framework to enable

communities to do this and to influence other,

larger scale plans.

Monitoring the AONB 

Objective information is needed to monitor

the condition of the AONB. Over time this will

enable a better understanding of what is

happening in the area, how it is changing and

the causes of the changes. Information will

enable more effective partnership working by

providing a sound basis for making decisions

on how to try to influence and manage those

changes.

Although many organisations collect

information on a regular basis, it is not

collected for the AONB specifically. The

challenge is to develop a 'condition

monitoring' system that uses a relatively small

number of indicators that show something

meaningful about the natural beauty of the

area, is not too expensive or resource-

intensive to repeat at regular intervals, and

can be repeated consistently allowing

comparison with previous data. Ideally, it

should also allow some comparison with other

protected landscape areas. 

Techniques and indicators for condition

monitoring of the countryside in general are

being developed by the Countryside Agency,

and our National Parks have been attempting

to do this for several years with limited

success. At present, however, there is no

ready-made condition monitoring system that

could be adopted, so monitoring of the

characteristics of the area itself, and how

these may be changing, will need to be

developed during the five-year lifetime of the

plan. This has been recognised as a priority in

the Action Plan. Although it is not possible at

the time of writing this strategy plan to give a

definitive list of indicators that will be used to

monitor condition, the 'facts and figures' table

on page 13 gives an indication of at least

some that will be considered.
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Monitoring and reviewing the AONB

Management Plan 

This document, i.e. the strategy plan,

including the vision, will be reviewed at 

five-yearly intervals, allowing an assessment of

overall trends, policies and direction. 

Sections 3.2 to 3.8 of this Strategy Plan

contains a number of objectives drawn from

the issues and the vision for the AONB and its

management. During the public consultation

period, an AONB Action Plan based on these

objectives was developed by partners in the

AONB, also taking account of input from the

public. The action plan sets out specific

agreed actions where necessary and assigns

priorities to these actions looking three years

ahead, or identifies existing mechanisms to

take objectives forward. The action plan will

need to be reviewed every year to take

account of actions completed and to allow

review and updating of actions and priorities,

although objectives will remain unchanged

until the strategy plan is reviewed. The action

plans will therefore be a three year rolling

plan, published annually as a separate

appendix to the strategy plan.

Monitoring of progress on the action plan will

be done through an annual review by the

partners in AONB management. These reviews

will also be published annually as appendices

to the strategy plan. 

Five-year objectives
Recognise the AONB in relevant partner and non-partnership statutory and non-

statutory plans in ways that contribute to its co-ordinated and sustainable

management

Develop awareness and involvement of all those with an interest in the area,

particularly the young, in the sustainable management of the AONB

Monitor change in the state of the area's qualities, preferably within a national

framework for protected landscapes, through development of a methodology

and indicators

Demonstrate and exchange information on good management practices with

others, within the partnership, locally, nationally and internationally 

Maintain the timetable for the review of the management strategy and action

plan for the AONB and monitor its effectiveness

23
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26

27
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3.9 A BEGINNING, NOT THE END - TAKING THE PLAN FORWARD

The Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is a unique area, loved

and valued by local residents and visitors from near and far. Management of the

area is complex, involving private landowners and managers as well as a large

number of organisations with specific roles and powers.

Many people, both interested individuals and representatives of organisations

and interests with a part to play, have put much time and effort into producing

this plan. But it is a beginning, rather than an end.

This Management Plan provides a framework within which all the interests

involved can work in partnership to conserve and enhance the special qualities

of the area. For the plan to be effective there needs to be wide understanding

and appreciation of the area, its character and the factors affecting it, and

commitment to the plan itself. 

This commitment is shown by the formal endorsements from partner

organisations (see inside front cover). These organisations undertake to work

towards the vision for the AONB set out in this plan, follow the policies in the

plan as a way of working in the AONB, and work together towards

achievement of the plan's objectives through the action plan that complements

this strategy plan.

The action plan sets out steps to achieving the objectives, and will be reviewed

each year. The challenge now is to maintain the commitment that produced this

plan, to ensure that real action and improvements come out of it. Continued

involvement in the implementation and review of the action plan by all the

partners will achieve this and drive the management plan forward. 

But the plan is more than a framework for the partners who have endorsed it.

Whether you are an individual living in, working in, or visiting the area, a local

representative of interests or a decision maker for the area, this is a plan

intended to help you play your part in the sustainable management of the

Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

By working together and using the framework provided, a secure and

sustainable future for the Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty will

be achieved.

What you do will make a difference.
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The systematic study of past human life and culture by the recovery

and examination of remaining material evidence, such as graves,

buildings, tools and pottery

The UK's initiative to maintain and enhance biodiversity. English

Nature and other organisations from across all sectors are committed

to achieving the Plan's conservation goals over the next 20 years and

beyond.

biofuels - currently methane, alcohols and biodiesel, all of which may

be made from sustainable agricultural crops, producing valuable by-

products 

The Bittern Line Community Rail Partnership formerly, the Norwich to

Sheringham Community Rail Partnership, was set up in July 1996.

Operating on the Norwich to Sheringham rail link subsidised by the

Government's Strategic Rail Authority. 

The Broads were designated by the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads Act

1988, which also set up the Broads Authority to conserve and

enhance the natural beauty of the Broads, promote the enjoyment of

the Broads and protect the interests of navigation. The Act also sets

down the need for the Authority to have regard to the needs of

agriculture and forestry, and the economic and social interests of those

who live or work in the Broads.

Defined as "crops that are intended entirely or primarily for

commercial markets", whereas food crops are "crops that are

intended entirely or primarily for home consumption". 

Strategies for the management of water resources at a local level.

They will make more information on water resources publicly available

and allow the balance between the needs of abstractors, other water

users and the aquatic environment to be considered in consultation

with the local community and interested parties.

Produced to provide a way of fulfilling the UK Government's

obligations under the Habitats and Birds Directives and the Ramsar

Convention, to avoid damage and deterioration to Special Protection

Areas (SPA) and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Ramsar sites;

particularly when developing Shoreline Management Plans (SMPs) and

flood and coastal defence strategies, and planning maintenance and

capital works.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THE PLAN

Term used Explanation/definition

archaeology

Biodiversity Action

Plans (BAPs)

bio-fuels

Bittern Line

Broads / Broads

Authority

cash crops

Catchment Abstraction

Management Plans

(CAMs)

Coastal Habitat

Management Plans

(CHaMPs)
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CoastHopper

Common Agricultural

Policy (CAP)

Countryside and Rights

of Way Act (2000)

Countryside Character

Initiative

Countryside Agency

and Countryside

Commission

Formerly the Coastliner, an enhanced bus service running along the

A149 coast road primarily from Hunstanton to Sheringham. Forms

part of the NCC bus service for the county.

Originally introduced in 1962, it was driven by a strategic need for

food security in Europe, which led to a deliberate increase in domestic

food production and reduced dependence on imports. Its main

mechanisms were market management to remove surpluses and

protection for the domestic market through import taxes and export

subsidies. 

Contains measures to improve public access to the open countryside

and registered common land while recognising the legitimate

interests of those who own and manage the land concerned (Part I);

amends the law relating to rights of way (Part II); amends the law

relating to nature conservation by strengthening protection for Sites

of Special Scientific Interest including tougher penalties and by

providing extra powers for the prosecution of wildlife crime, and

provides a basis for the conservation of biological diversity (Part III);

and provides for better management of Areas of Outstanding Natural

Beauty (Part IV).

A programme of information and advice on the character of the

English countryside. It includes systematic descriptions of the features

and characteristics that make the landscape, and guidance

documents on how to undertake Landscape Character Assessment.

Further information can be found on www.countryside.gov.uk/

LivingLandscapes/countryside_character/index.asp

The Countryside Agency was established by the Government in 1999

through amalgamation of the Countryside Commission and the Rural

Development Commission, bringing together for the first time all

aspects of the countryside - economic, environmental, community and

recreation - into a single national body. National responsibilities for

protected landscape areas (National Parks and AONBs) were included in

those transferred from the Commission to the new Agency. The

Countryside Commission was set up under the Countryside Act 1968

as successor to the National Parks Commission, formed in 1949.

The aims of the Countryside Agency are to conserve and enhance

England's countryside, spread social and economic opportunity for

the people who live there and to help everyone, wherever they live

and whatever their background, to enjoy the countryside and share in

this priceless asset.
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The Government's main scheme for the wider countryside which

aims, through the payment of grants, to improve the natural beauty

and diversity of the countryside, enhance, restore and recreate

targeted landscapes, their wildlife habitats and historical features, and

to improve opportunities for public access. Farmers and land

managers enter 10-year agreements to manage land in an

environmentally beneficial way in return for annual payments. Grants

are also available towards capital works such as hedge laying and

planting, repairing dry stone walls, etc.

Central government body with the aim of sustainable development,

which means a better quality of life for everyone, now and for

generations to come, including: a better environment at home and

internationally, and sustainable use of natural resources; economic

prosperity through sustainable farming, fishing, food, water and other

industries that meet consumers' requirements; thriving economies

and communities in rural areas and a countryside for all to enjoy. 

The Government's statutory adviser on the historic environment.

Officially known as the Historic Buildings and Monuments

Commission for England, English Heritage is an Executive Non-

departmental Public Body sponsored by the Department for Culture,

Media and Sport (DCMS). Their powers and responsibilities are set

out in the National Heritage Act (1983) and today they report to

Parliament through the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and

Sport. 

English Nature's job is to ensure that future generations can enjoy a

properly functioning, diverse and attractive natural environment as a

major part of their quality of life. They are the Government wildlife

adviser, with powers and duties to protect and enhance the natural

heritage throughout England. They own and manage many National

Nature Reserves. They are responsible for Sites of Special Scientific

Interest (SSSIs) protected because of their special wildlife or geology

and number well over 4,000 and mostly in private ownership. 

Proposed agri-environment scheme to be introduced in 2005 with the

aim of encouraging a large number of farmers across a wide area of

farmland to deliver simple yet effective environmental management. 

The government agency with the aim of providing high quality

environmental protection and improvement in England and Wales

through an emphasis on prevention and education, and then vigorous

enforcement where necessary. They were set up by the 1995

Countryside

Stewardship Scheme

(CSS)

Department for

Environment, Food and

Rural Affairs (Defra)

English Heritage (EH)

English Nature (EN)

Entry Level Scheme

(ELS)

Environment Agency

(EA)
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Environmentally

Sensitive Area (ESA)

EU Objective 2 Local

Area Framework

Wash and North

Norfolk Coast

European Marine Site

Farming and Wildlife

Advisory Group

(FWAG)

Forestry Commission

Futurecoast

Heritage Coast

Environment Act. As a non-departmental public body, they are

sponsored largely by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural

Affairs (Defra) and the National Assembly for Wales (NAW).

Introduced in 1987 to offer incentives to encourage farmers to adopt

agricultural practices, which would safeguard and enhance parts of

the country of particularly high landscape, wildlife or historic value.

There are now 22 ESAs in England, covering some 10% of

agricultural land.

Objective 2 of the European Structural Funds aims to revitalise all

areas facing structural difficulties, whether industrial, rural, urban or

dependent on fisheries. These include: the evolution of industrial or

service sectors; a decline in traditional activities in rural areas; a crisis

situation in urban areas; difficulties affecting fisheries activity.

One of the twelve UK sites of Candidate Special Areas of

Conservation (cSACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs) designated

in order to collate and improve the knowledge required to manage

such sites. Funding is provided by the UK's nature conservation bodies

and matched equally by the European Commission's Life - Nature

Programme. 

Charity that exists to provide farmers, landowners and other clients

with the best opportunity for environmental gain through cost

effective, quality solutions. FWAG has 66 local groups throughout

England and Scotland, with over 90 Farm Conservation Advisers.

FWAG provides farmers and landowners with practical advice on

making adjustments to farm operations and enhancing farm features

in order to support wildlife, landscape, archaeology, access and other

conservation issues.

The Forestry Commission of Great Britain is the government

department responsible for the protection and expansion of Britain's

forests and woodlands.

A study published in 2002, commissioned by Defra and carried out by

a team led by consultants Halcrow Group Ltd. It provides predictions

of coastal evolutionary tendencies over the next century to assist in

updating Shoreline Management Plans and other strategic plans

targeted at determining broad scale future coastal defence policy on

the open coast shorelines of England and Wales.

32% (1,027km) of scenic English coastline is conserved as Heritage

Coasts. These special coastlines are managed so that their natural
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beauty is conserved and, where appropriate, the accessibility for

visitors is improved. The first Heritage Coast to be defined was the

famous white chalk cliffs of Beachy Head in Sussex in 1973 Heritage

Coasts are a non-statutory landscape definition, and are defined by

agreement between the relevant maritime local authorities and the

Countryside Agency. Most are part of a National Park or AONB.

Agri-environment scheme to be introduced in 2005 the HTS will

concentrate on the more complex types of management needed to

achieve the objectives of the ELS where land managers need advice

and support, where agreements need to be tailored to local

circumstances and where management needs to be carefully

targeted.

Non statutory document setting out the special qualities of the

landscape, tracing its evolution and forces for change.

The Learning and Skills Council (LSC) is responsible for funding and

planning education and training for over 16-year-olds in England.

Those activities, mainly traditional, carried out for economic return

such as shell and near-shore fishing, gathering of samphire, reed-

cutting, bait digging and wild-fowling carried out  along the coast.

The Millennium Access Project was a one-year project run in 2000

aiming to create more opportunities for people with disabilities and

those with limited mobility to enjoy and appreciate the Norfolk Coast

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Funded by Heritage

Lottery, as part of the Millennium Festival, and the Countryside

Agency. It was created and operated by the Norfolk Coast Partnership

working with access groups, site managers and other interest groups.

Outputs included the Easy Access Guide, a summer events

programme and access improvements at five key sites.

National Trust centre based at an environmentally-friendly restored

listed building at Brancaster on the Norfolk Coast. Focusing on

education of children and adults

National Parks are extensive areas each with their own managing

authority to conserve and enhance their natural beauty, wildlife and

cultural heritage and to promote opportunities for the understanding

and enjoyment of their special qualities.

There are currently seven National Parks in England plus the Norfolk

and Suffolk Broads that has equivalent status. In October 1999, the

Countryside Agency began the process of designating the New Forest

Higher Tier Scheme

(HTS)

Landscape Assessment

Learning and Skills

Council

'longshore economy'

Millennium Access

Project

Millennium Activity

Centre

National Parks
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National Parks

Commission

Neolithic

Nitrate Vulnerable

Zones (NVZs)

Norfolk Coast

Community

Conference

Norfolk Coast

Guardian

Norfolk Coast

Partnership

Norfolk Coast

Transport Strategy

North Norfolk

Community Transport

Partnership

and South Downs as National Parks. The parks are living and working

landscapes with an increasing focus on supporting the communities and

economic activity that underpin their wild beauty.

(see Countryside Agency)

Of or relating to the cultural period of the Stone Age beginning around

10,000 BC in the Middle East and later elsewhere, characterised by the

development of agriculture and the making of polished stone

implements.

The European Nitrates Directive requires the identification of nitrate

polluted waters using the following specific criteria: Surface freshwaters

which contain or could contain, if preventative action is not taken,

nitrate concentrations greater than 50mg/l.; Groundwaters which

contain or could contain, if preventative action is not taken, nitrate

concentrations greater than 50mg/l.; Natural freshwater lakes, or other

freshwater bodies, estuaries, coastal waters and marine waters which

are eutrophic or may become so in the near future if protective action is

not taken.

The Nitrates Directive also requires all known areas of land draining into

nitrate polluted waters to be identified for designation as Nitrate

Vulnerable Zones (NVZs). Farmers located within NVZs are required to

adhere to an Action Programme of measures to reduce the amount of

nitrate lost from their land to the polluted waters.

Annual conference organised by the Norfolk Coast Partnership to create

awareness and understanding of issues affecting the Norfolk Coast

AONB and to illustrate the benefit of local involvement in decision

making for the AONB.

Annual free newspaper produced by the Norfolk Coast Partnership and

distributed throughout the AONB giving information and features about

the area for local residents and visitors

Partnership of government and non-government organisations

responsible for the management of the Norfolk Coast AONB.

Area specific transport plan initiated by the Norfolk Coast Partnership

that now forms part of the Local Transport Plan produced by the county

council

One of the Rural Transport Partnerships intended to support largely

community based transport initiatives, which serve the accessibility

needs of residents in any part of rural Norfolk, including villages, country

towns and market towns. 
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Ofcom is the regulator for the UK communications industries, with

responsibilities across television, radio, telecommunications and

wireless communications services.

Ofgem is the regulator for Britain's gas and electricity industries. Its

role is to promote choice and value for all customers. 

The economic regulator for the water and sewerage industry in

England and Wales. Vision is for a water industry that delivers a

world-class service, representing best value to customers now and in

the future.

Arrangements for right of public access to defined categories of open

land (mountain, moor, heath, down and registered common land) in

England and Wales, the last three of which are relevant to the Norfolk

Coast AONB. Publication of conclusive maps for the areas on which

this new right will exist is not expected to happen before 2006.

Operation of access arrangements will be managed by the local

Highway Authority (Norfolk County Council). For more information

contact 01603 222786.

The early part of the Stone Age, when early human beings made

chipped-stone tools, from 750,000 to 15,000 years ago.

Community-led plans promoted and grant-aided by the Countryside

Agency through its Vital Villages programme, which can address

social, economic and environmental issues. The plan is a vision of

how communities would like their town or village to be, often

providing a stepping stone to other grants e.g. for transport and

community services. For further information see the Countryside

Agency web site www.countryside.gov.uk or contact the regional

office tel. 01223 354462.

The underlying geology and landform of an area

The decision to establish Regional Development Agencies was taken

by the Government in 1997 following a manifesto commitment to

give more emphasis to regional development in England. Their main

aim is to increase sustainable prosperity and productivity for the

region and all its people. The East of England Development Agency,

based at Histon, near Cambridge, is the relevant agency for this area.

Non fossil-fuel forms of energy including wind turbines, wave

generators, biofuels, solar power, wood fuel burners, etc.

Scheme by which residents of rented council housing can buy their

property subject to certain qualifying criteria.

Ofcom (Office of

Communications)

Ofgem (Office of gas

and electricity)

Ofwat (Office of

Water Services)

Open Access

Palaeolithic

Parish Plans

physiography

Regional

Development Agency

Renewable energy

Right to Buy
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Rights of Way

Improvement Plans

Shoreline

Management Plans

Sustainable Urban

Drainage Systems

Town and Country

Planning System

UK Climate Impacts

Programme (UKCIP)

Vision for Nature

Conservation in the

AONB

Water Framework

Directive (WFD)

Sections 60 to 62 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act require

local highway authorities to prepare and publish Rights of Way

Improvement Plans for improving rights of way in their areas, taking

into account the needs of the public including people with disabilities.

The provisions came into effect on 21 November 2002. For further

information contact Norfolk County Council tel. 01603 222786.

An SMP provides a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with

coastal processes and presents a long-term policy framework to

reduce these risks to people and the developed, historic and natural

environment in a sustainable manner. In doing so, an SMP is a high

level document that forms an important element of the strategy for

flood and coastal defence. The Environment Agency and local

authorities are the lead organisations for SMP production, although

many other organisations are also involved.

Drainage systems designed to reduce flooding and pollution risk by

reducing rapid run-off and arranging for absorption or treatment of

pollution from roads and other hard surfaces in built-up areas.

System by which all forms of development is planned and controlled.

Currently under government review with the introduction of Regional

Spatial Strategies (RSS) and Local Development Frameworks (LDF)

The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) helps organisations

assess how they might be affected by climate change, so they can

prepare for its impact. Set up by the Government in April 1997,

UKCIP is funded by Defra and based at the University of Oxford.

A non-statutory document prepared by English Nature, Norfolk

Wildlife Trust, the National Trust and the Royal Society for the

Protection of Birds outlining the actions needed to ensure the wildlife

of the AONB is thriving in 2022.

A European Directive that requires all inland and coastal waters to

reach "good status" by 2015. It will do this by establishing a river

basin district structure within which demanding environmental

objectives will be set, including ecological targets for surface waters.

The Directive came into force on 22 December 2000. Member States

have three years from that date to transpose it into national law.
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REFERENCES / SOURCES OF FURTHER INFORMATION

AONB staff will be pleased to help you gain access to the information you require if you contact

the Norfolk Coast Partnership office (see back inside cover), where most of the documents

referenced here can be viewed. 

1. 1998 Norfolk Coast AONB Management Strategy (Norfolk Coast Project, 1998) 

2. Visitor Management Strategy for the Norfolk Coast (Norfolk Coast Project, 1995)
Both documents available by contacting the Norfolk Coast Partnership office

3. Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. The full text of the act can be found on the HMSO
web site, www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2000/20000037.htm

4. The Norfolk Coast Landscape - an assessment of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(Countryside Commission, CCP 48, 1995). Can be obtained via Countryside Agency
publications www.countryside.gov.uk/Publications or tel. 08701 206466

5. National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949.  ISBN 0108 50235X. Available from
the Stationery Office, Duke Street, Norwich Tel. 0870 6005522 

6. Heritage Coasts: A guide for councillors and officers (Countryside Commission, CCP 475,
1995). Can be obtained via Countryside Agency publications (see reference 4 above)

7. A Vision for Nature Conservation in the Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) 1997-2022 (English Nature / Norfolk Wildlife Trust / National Trust / RSPB, 1998).
Limited number of copies printed. Can be viewed at Norfolk Coast Partnership office or
English Nature office in Norwich, tel. 01603 598400

8. Norfolk Biodiversity Action Plan (Norfolk Biodiversity Partnership). Information on biodiversity
and its conservation, and on action plans for species and habitats in Norfolk can be found on
www.norfolkbiodiversity.org or contact the Norfolk Biodiversity Co-ordinator tel. 01603
222112 

9. Coastal Habitat Management Plans (CHaMPs) for the North Norfolk Coast and Winterton
Dunes can be obtained from English Nature (see reference 7, above) or on their web site
www.english-nature.org.uk/livingwiththesea/champs/pilots.asp

10. Wash and North Norfolk European Marine Site Management Scheme. Available on the web
site www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm or from the EMS Project Manager, Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint
Committee, Unit 6, North Lynn Business Village, Bergen Way, King's Lynn  PE30 2JG   tel.
01553 772020

11. Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors rural land market survey Great Britain. Available on
web site www.rics.org

12. The First Soils Action Plan for England 2004-6. Available on the Defra web site
www.defra.gov.uk/environment

13. Valuing Norfolk's Coast (RSPB, 2000). Now out of print - contact the Norfolk Coast
Partnership office.
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14. Norfolk Needs Analysis Summary Report 2000 (Learning and Skills Council). Available on the
LSC web site, www.lsc.gov.uk/norfolk

15. Objective 2 Local Area Framework. Can be found on North Norfolk District Council's grants
and funding web page www.northnorfolk.org/AZ/483_1249.asp or telephone the North
Norfolk Objective 2 Facilitator on 01263 516249.

16. State of the Countryside Report 2003 (Countryside Agency) www.countryside.gov.uk . Full
text and summary available on the Countryside Agency web site and via publications contact
(see reference 4 above)  

17. Revealing the value of nature, A summary (English Nature, 2003). Catalogue no. CORP1.28
Available free from English Nature, Northminster House, Peterborough PE1 1UA or via web
site www.english-nature.org.uk

18. UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP). For further information see web site
www.ukcip.org.uk

19. EU Water Framework Directive. Full text and a summary can be found on the European
Union web site www.europa.eu.int. Information on application of the Directive in the UK can
be found on the Defra web site www.defra.gov.uk/environment/water/wfd/

20. Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems - an introduction (Scottish Environment Protection
Agency / Environment Agency / Environment and Heritage Service) available from
Environment Agency Eastern Region office, Kingfisher House, Goldhay Way, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough PE2 5ZR tel. 01733 371811 or information on SUDS available on the
Environment Agency web site, www.environment-agency.gov.uk

21. Norfolk Coast Transport Strategy can be obtained from Central Administration, Department
of Planning and Transportation, Norfolk County Council, County Hall, Martineau Lane,
Norwich NR1 2SG tel. 01263 222143

22. Norfolk Local Transport Plan (Norfolk County Council).  Available from Norfolk County
Council (see reference 21 above). A summary can be found on the County Council web site,
www.norfolk.gov.uk/transportplanning/ltp 
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Other sources of information relevant to this plan:

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plans: A guide (Countryside Agency,
CA23, 2001)

A guide to assist local authorities, AONB staff units, AONB partners and others concerned with
the production and implementation of AONB Management Plans. The guide aims to help local
authorities and conservation boards to discharge their statutory functions with regard to the
production of Management Plans, and help ensure that the Plans produced are appropriate to the
needs of the AONB, have the commitment of all AONB partners and other stakeholders, are
implemented and their policy objectives achieved.

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty - A guide for AONB partnership members
(Countryside Agency, CA24, 2001)

A guide to what an AONB is and how it should be cared for. It is an update on the 1994
Countryside Commission document (CCP 461) and gives background information on the
designation and purposes of AONBs, the responsibilities that local authorities and others have for
their management. It also provides up to date information on the new statutory arrangements for
AONBs (as part of the CRoW Act 2000) and gives advice on how to achieve action on the ground
to conserve and enhance AONBs.

Both documents available free from the Countryside Agency or can be viewed and

downloaded on its web site (see reference 4 above)

Natural Areas

Natural Areas are sub-divisions of England, each with a characteristic association of wildlife and
natural features. Each Natural Area has a unique identity resulting from the interaction of wildlife,
landforms, geology, land use and human impact. Information on the characteristic and important
features of the area covered by the Norfolk Coast AONB can be found on the English Nature web
site

www.english-nature.org.uk/science/natural/na_search.asp
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SUMMARY OF THE PROCESS TO PRODUCE THE PLAN

This plan is the result of work by many people; thanks are due to them all, and apologies to any
who have been inadvertently omitted in the listings on the following pages.

Wide participation in assessing issues and developing policies was involved in producing the
Visitor Management Strategy for the Norfolk Coast (1995) and the Norfolk Coast AONB
Management Strategy (1998).

In the latter case, an initiative called 'Land and Life' was undertaken in 1997 with the help of
University College London (UCL). Over 1600 questionnaire returns were analysed and five public
workshops, spread through the AONB, were organised. A full report was produced by UCL and
used to inform the production of the 1998 AONB Management Strategy, as well as the Norfolk
Coast Transport Strategy (1998) produced by Norfolk County Council in association with the
Norfolk Coast Project. 

A fuller account of the Land and Life process is contained in the 1998 Norfolk Coast AONB
Management Strategy. The UCL report and summaries are available at the Norfolk Coast
Partnership office (see back inside cover for contact details).

The participative process for the current AONB Management Plan built on this earlier work. A
special supplement to the 'Norfolk Coast Guardian', an annual free newspaper for the AONB, was
produced and widely circulated in summer 2002. It explained current issues affecting the AONB,
invited input to the forthcoming review of the AONB management plan, and advertised six public
workshops during September 2002 (two each at Hunstanton, Wells and Northrepps).
Representatives of a wide range of interests were also personally invited to the workshops.

Issues were checked and confirmed, and a draft vision for the AONB developed, through these
workshops and a Community Conference in October 2002. Workshops involving representatives
of organisations making up the Norfolk Coast Partnership took place during autumn and winter
2002-3. Through these, the issues and vision were refined, and policies and objectives from the
earlier strategies reviewed and developed. Taking account of Countryside Agency guidance
supporting part IV of the CRoW Act, the public consultation draft of the AONB management
strategy was prepared and published in May 2003.

The public consultation draft of the strategy plan was made widely available to the public in and
near the AONB and its existence advertised by widely distributed leaflets and the 2003 Norfolk
Coast Guardian. Copies were sent to representatives of a wide range of local, regional and
national organisations and interests, and to anyone who requested a copy. Public consultation ran
from May until October 2003 (allowing for late responses). 

During the public consultation period, an action plan was developed by a series of workshops
involving representatives of organisations making up the Norfolk Coast Partnership, which also
contributed to amendments to objectives and policies for the strategy plan. In addition, AONB
staff attended 3 public events in the AONB (at Sandringham Estate, Holkham and Felbrigg Park)
to publicise the plan and encourage responses from residents and visitors.

Amendments to the public consultation draft, based on the responses received, were agreed in
outline with representatives of organisations making up the Norfolk Coast Partnership. A revised
draft was circulated for comment before sending to the Countryside Agency and English Nature in
December 2003 for their formal comments under section 90 of the Countryside and Rights of
Way Act, 2000 on the strategy and action plan that the local authorities intended to adopt. Minor
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amendments arising from these comments were made to the plan before formal adoption by the
relevant local authorities in January / February 2004.

An 80-page schedule summarising responses to the public consultation draft and amendments
made to the draft is available from the Norfolk Coast Partnership office (see back inside cover for
contact details).

People who submitted comments on the 'Norfolk Coast Guardian' supplement return
form (denoted by (f) ) participated in public workshops in September 2002 (denoted by
(w)) and attended the Community Conference in October 2002 (denoted by (c))
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Tony Aberdein, Cley (c)

Gary Alexander, Forward Planning Manager,
North Norfolk District Council (w)

Maurice Argent, Erpingham, (Access North
Norfolk Action) (w, c) 

John Austen, Heacham Bottom Farm / Ken
Hill Farm, Heacham (w, c)

Richard Baker, Sheringham (c)

Mr D A Baxter, Binham (County and District
Councillor) (w)

Mathew Beck, Pinewoods Holiday Park,
Wells-next-the-Sea (c)

Geoff Bedford, High Kelling (w, c)

Alex Bennett, High Kelling Parish Council (c)

Phil Bennett-Lloyd, Access & PROW Officer,
Norfolk County Council (NCP
representative) (c)

Haidi Bishop, Rural Development Service /
Defra (w)

Katherine Blake, Project Officer, Dedham
Vale AONB (c)

Leslie Bovey, Thornham (w, c)

Mr P Bowie, Sheringham (f)

Bill Boyd, West Norfolk Field Officer, Norfolk
Wildlife Trust (c)

Major Brackley, Blakeney (f)

Chris Braddon, Tourism Manager, Borough
Council of King's Lynn & West Norfolk
(NCP representative) (c)

A Brittlebank, Overstrand Parish Council (c)

Alan Brown, West Norfolk Disability
Information Service (w, c)

Mrs H Brown, Hero Inn & Caravan Park,
Burnham Overy (w)

Mr & Mrs K & M Bunting, 
Wells-next-the-Sea (f, w)

Paul Burall, Dersingham 
(Borough Councillor) (w)

Ian Burbidge, Policy Manager, Borough
Council of King's Lynn & West Norfolk (c)

Benjamin Cabbell Manners, Cromer (District
Councillor) (c)

T Callaghan, Sedgeford (f)

Dr Robert Cooke, Cley (w, c)

Mr A Coote, Woodbridge, Suffolk (f)

Henry Cordeaux, Kelling (District Councillor
and NCP representative) (w, c)

Charles Cornish, White House Farm, 
Trunch (c)

Mr P Crook, Hickling (f)

Bernard Crowe OBE, Blakeney (District
Councillor and NCP Central Parishes
Representative) (w, c)

Mr G A Dalliston, Wells-next-the-Sea (w)

Mrs D Dann, Cromer Town Council (w)

Mr S Davidson, Dersingham (w)

Nicholas Deterding, Kelling Hall Farm, 
Kelling (c)

Helen Dixon, Assistant Conservation Officer,
English Nature (c)

John Dobson, Old Hunstanton (Borough
Councillor and NCP representative) (c)

Rob Dryden, Environment Agency, Eastern
Region (NCP representative) (w, c)

Irene Ducker, Burnham Market (f, w, c)
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Moira Eagling, Media Associates, Norwich (c) 

Alan Evans, South Wootton (w)

Judy Fathers, Overstrand 
(District Councillor) (w, c)

Keith Fathers, Overstrand Parish Council (c)

Mr Roger Few , University of East Anglia (c)

Ingrid Floering Blackman, Etling Green,
Dereham (County Councillor and NCP
representative) (c)

Mr Steve Foyle, Wells (c)

Mr R George, Hunstanton (w)

Dr Jenny Gill, University of East Anglia (c)

Rob Goodliffe, Kelling Heath Holiday Park,
Weybourne (w c?)

Colin Haddow, Horning, Norwich (District
Councillor) (c)

Mrs Mary Hamilton, Thornham (f)

David Hardy, Bury St Edmunds (f)

Mrs Harland, Sharrington (c)

Miss Harland, Sharrington (c)

Ron Harold, Holkham National Nature
Reserve Warden, English Nature (w)

Keith Harrison, Winterton-on-Sea (NCP
Eastern Parishes Representative) (w)

Mr C Harrison, Hall Farm, Trimingham (w)

Kevin Hart, Countryside Manager, Kelling
Heath Holiday Park (f, w, c)

Philip Harvey, Hunstanton (f, w)

Mr J Hawes, Downs Farm, Hunstanton (w)

Dennis Hine, Docking (f)

John Hiskett, Conservation Officer, Norfolk
Wildlife Trust (NCP representative) (c)

Janice Howell, Brancaster (NCP North
Western Parishes Representative) (c, w)

Hugh Ivins, Development Control Officer,
North Norfolk District Council (c)

Allan Jones, South Wootton (West Norfolk
Ramblers) (f, w)

Simon Jude, School of Environmental
Sciences, University of East Anglia (c)

Charles Jupp, West Norfolk Disability
Information Service & Disabled 
Gardeners (w, c)

Roger & Pam Kennett, Weybourne (w, c)

Graham King, Countryside Manager, Norfolk
County Council (NCP representative) 
(w, c)

Knapton Parish Council (f)

J Ross Lambert, Burnham Overy Parish
Council (w, c)

Peter Lambley, Conservation Officer, English
Nature (NCP representative) (w, c)

Ivan Large, Wells & District Inshore
Fishermen's Association (c)

Paul LeCrus, Environment Agency, Eastern
Region (c)

Tim Lidstone-Scott, Peddars Way & Norfolk
Coast Path National Trail (w)

Jim Long, Beeston Regis , (NCP North
Eastern Parishes Representative and
Beeston Regis Parish Council) (w, c)

Mr Lynn, Holt (c)

Mike Marshall, Fakenham (w)

Christine Marshall, Wells Field 
Study Centre (w)

Rochelle Mortimer-Massingham, Email via
Norfolk Museums (f)

Mrs K Mather, Thornham (c)

Mr S Mather, Thornham (w, c)

John Matthews, East Runton (f)

Richard May, Coastwatch Mundesley (c)

Mr and Mrs C Mitchell, West Runton (f, c)

Dr Larrissa Naylor, University of East 
Anglia (c)

Hilary Nelson, Sheringham (District
Councillor) (w)

Geoff Needham, Holme-next-the-Sea Parish
Council (c)

Mrs S Parsons, Sedgeford (f, w)

Miss J Payne, Northrepps (w)

John Peake, Blakeney (w, c)

Patrick Peal, Sheringham High School (c)
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Rachel Penny, Countryside Agency (NCP
representative) (c)

Sue Perry, North Norfolk District Council
(NCP representative) (w)

Brent Perry, Choseley Parish Meeting (w)

John Perry-Warnes, Sheringham (County and
District Councillor) (w)

Larry Randall, Cromer (County and District
Councillor) (w)

Colin & Mary Rattee, Wells-next-the-Sea
(f, w)

V Read, Paston (f)

J Risebrow, Cromer (w)

Mike Rooney, Scolt Head Warden, English
Nature (w)

Chris Rose, Wells-next-the-Sea (f)

Ms M Rowe, Heacham (w)

Peter Rushmer, Project Offficer, Wash and
North Norfolk Coast European Marine 
Site (c)

Paul Ryan, Access Development Officer,
Norfolk County Council (c)

David Rye, West Winch 
(County Councillor) (c)

Mrs B Sander, Northrepps Parish 
Council (w)

Godfrey Sayers, Wiveton Parish Council (c)

Mr B Scott, Wells-next-the-Sea (Wells Local
History Group) (w)

Richard Searle, Hunstanton (NCP Western
Parishes Representative) (w)

Ian Shepherd, Letheringsett (CPRE Norfolk)
(w, c)

Jim Shrimplin, Ormsby St Margaret (County
and Borough Councillor, NCP
representative) (w, c)

Mrs P Sizeland, Burnham Overy Parish
Council (w)

Mrs & Ms Smith, Ilford, Essex (f)

Mr & Mrs M Stew, Cobblers Guest House,
Wells-next-the-Sea (w)

Jill Swift, Hunstanton (f)

Carol Tilbury, Great Massingham (Borough
Councillor) (c)

Mike Tilbury, Great Massingham (Borough
Councillor) (c)

Peter Townroe, Wells-next-the-Sea (f, c)

Lisa Turner, Environment Agency, Eastern
Region (c)

Sue Traer, Norfolk Wildlife Trust (c)

Don Venvell, Knapton (District Councillor) (c)

James Ward-Jackson, Strategic Policy Planner,
Norfolk County Council (c)

Neil Warren, Planning Officer, East of
England Tourist Board (NCP
representative) (c)

Vera Woodcock, Cromer 
(District Councillor) (w)

Cmdr & Mrs M Woodroffe, Dorset (f)

Mrs Wootten, Blakeney (f)

Peter Wordingham, Blakeney & District
Wildfowlers Association (w, c)

Rob Young, Senior Planning Officer, North
Norfolk District Council (NCP
representative) (w)

Clare Young, Cley (c)

Kathy Kennedy (Kathy Kennedy
Environmental Management,
Sheringham) assisted Norfolk Coast
AONB staff in facilitation at the
workshops and conference. 
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Norfolk County Council:
Roy Banham, Brenda Ravencroft, Ingrid
Floering Blackman (members);

Graham King, Phil Bennett-Lloyd, Mike
Halls (officers) 

North Norfolk District Council:
Henry Cordeaux (member); Rob Young, Sue
Perry, Gary Alexander (officers) 

Borough Council of King's Lynn and
West Norfolk
Bryan Bullivant, John Dobson (members);

Jeff Clarke, James Alflatt, Barbara Hinkley,
Chris Braddon (officers) 

Great Yarmouth Borough Council:
Jim Shrimplin (member); David Glason,
James Harland (officers) 

Countryside Agency 
Rachel Penny, Jane Sellers 

English Nature 
Peter Lambley

Country Land and Business Association
Robert Batt 

East of England Development Agency
Peter Gregson, Naomi Fairweather 

East of England Tourist Board 
Mark Johnson, Neil Warren

Environment Agency 
Rob Dryden 

National Farmers' Union
Stephen Temple, David Papworth

National Trust
Simon Garnier

Norfolk Wildlife Trust
John Hiskett 

Royal Society for the Protection of

Birds 
Lewis James

Rural Development Service / Defra 
David Ward, Michael Mack 

AONB Parishes Representatives:
Richard Searle, Western Parishes

Janice Howell, North Western Parishes

Bernard Crowe, Central Parishes

Jim Long, North East Parishes

Keith Harrison, Eastern Parishes

ORGANISATIONS

Blakeney Sailing Club

Borough Council of King's Lynn & West
Norfolk

British Pipeline Agency Ltd

Campaign for the Protection of Rural
England, Norfolk 

Choseley Parish Meeting 

Cley Parish Council 

Congham Parish Council

Countryside Agency 

Crown Estate 

Cyclists Touring Club (West Norfolk section) 

Dersingham Parish Council

East of England Development Agency 

East of England Tourist Board 

English Heritage

English Nature 

Environment Agency 

Forestry Commission, East of England

Great Yarmouth Borough Council

Hotels of North Norfolk 

Hunstanton Town Council

Kelling Parish Council

National Trust 

Norfolk Biodiversity Partnership (Project
Officer comments) 

Norfolk County Council
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Representatives involved in workshops to

develop the strategy plan and action plan

(these representatives also co-ordinated input

from other people within their organisations)

Respondees to public consultation
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Norfolk Landscape Archaeology

Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service 

Norfolk Older People's Forum 

Norfolk Tourism 

Norfolk Wildlife Trust 

North Norfolk District Council

North Norfolk District Council Corporate
Sustainability and Environmental Officers
Group 

North Walsham Amenity Society

Norwich FoE North Sea Action Group &
Marine Team

Ramblers Association

Royal Society for the Protection of BIrds

Royal West Norfolk Golf Club 

Rural Development Service / Department for
the Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs

Somerton Parish Council

Sport England (East) 

Wash and North Norfolk Coast EMS 

Wash Estuary Project (Project Officer
comments)

INDIVIDUALS / BUSINESSES

Geoff Bedford, High Kelling

Blue Sky Leisure / Kelling Heath Holiday
Centre

Mrs Val Bowie, Sheringham

T Brady (member of North Norfolk Older
People's Forum)

Hilary Brown, Hero Inn and Caravan Park,
Burham Overy Staithe

Michael Butcher, Brancaster Staithe

D J Cole, Winterton Valley Estate Ltd

Robert Cooke, Cley

Bernard Crowe, NNDC Glaven Ward and
NCP Central Parishes Representative

A B Dawson, Beeston Regis

Barry Denton, Director North Norfolk
Railway (personal comments)

Ian Dye, Harpenden, Herts

Judy Fathers, Overstrand

Mr & Mrs P Forrest, Wells-next-the-Sea

Mr A G Foster, Holme-next-the-Sea

A J Francis, Beccles

Roland George, Hunstanton

Tina Guillory, Wighton

Philip Harvey, Hunstanton

Henry Head, Sedgeford

A Jamieson, Thornham

R P Lloyd, Wells-next-the-Sea

Mr J Matthews, East Runton

John Millwood, Wells-next-the-Sea

Lt Col T Pares, North Creake

John Peake, Blakeney

John Perry-Warnes, NCC Holt Division

Mrs Swift, de Burghave, Netherlands

Brian Salter, Wells-next-the-Sea

Mike Seville, Sandringham (former NCP
Parishes Representative)

Mr P Shepperd, Dersingham

Mrs Norah Spence, Cromer

David Williams, Holt

David Woodcock, Harpley

Rosamund Wootten, Blakeney

John Worrall, Lower Southrepps

AONB staff responsible for developing
and co-ordinating the participative
process, and for development and
production of the AONB Management
Plan:

Tim Venes, AONB Officer

Neil Featherstone, Assistant AONB Officer

Lucy Galvin, Communication and
Community Officer

Steve Tutt, Office Manager
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Work leading to the establishment of National
Parks in England and Wales started in the late
1930s. The North Norfolk Coast was listed as
one of 52 'conservation areas' of high
landscape quality, scientific interest and
recreational value in Appendix C of a report in
1947 by the National Parks Committee,
chaired by Sir Arthur Hobhouse, to the
Government (the 'Hobhouse Report').
Although not recommended as prospective
national parks, these areas were seen as
meriting some form of national protection in
the future.

The North Norfolk Coast conservation area
covered 44 square miles (114 square
kilometres), stretching from Holme-next-the-
Sea as far as Mundesley. The nature
conservation and geomorphological interest of
this stretch of the North Norfolk coastline had
long been acknowledged as being of national,
if not of European, significance. From Holme-
next-the-Sea to Weybourne it included a
coastal strip taking in marshland, saltings,
mud-flats, extensive sand and shingle ridges,
sand dunes, and villages and small ports (like
Wells-next-the-Sea), bounded inland by the
main road linking the coastal settlements. East
of Weybourne the area was based on the
chalk and boulder clay of a 300ft (91m) high
ridge, mainly in woodland and farmland, but
also taking in the 100ft (30m) high rapidly
eroding cliffs around Trimingham, and the
holiday resorts of Sheringham, Cromer and
Mundesley. 

The first priority of the National Parks
Commission (the NPC), established under the
National Parks and Access to the Countryside
Act 1949, was to designate the National
Parks. By 1954 that programme was so well
advanced that the NPC could start to consider
the designation of Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONBs), candidates for which
were largely (though not entirely) based on

the list of conservation areas in Appendix C of
the Hobhouse Report. The first AONB (Gower)
was confirmed in 1956, and others followed.
The North Norfolk Coast was not given
priority in the programme until July 1960, the
NPC finally agreeing to move towards
designation of the North Norfolk Coast as an
AONB in June 1961. 

Following preparation of a draft map and
informal consultation including a meeting
with Mr Maxwell, the County Planning Officer,
a survey party visited the area in May 1962.
This visit by an NPC party was the first of
many, always including Professor Steers, an
eminent Coastal Geomorphologist at
Cambridge University, which would follow
over the next few years.

The NPC agreed the draft boundary proposed
by the survey party and decided that before
proceeding further NPC officers should discuss
with Norfolk County Council officers the steps
that should be taken to enhance and preserve
natural beauty once the area was designated.
Accordingly, Mr Maxwell wrote to the NPC in
August 1962 setting out a comprehensive
programme of works and actions which
would follow from the designation of the
North Norfolk Coast as an AONB. He also
added that he wanted the whole of the
Norfolk coastline, less the southern shores of
the Wash west of King's Lynn and the
Sandringham Estate (because he was
uncertain of whether the Sovereign's private
estate could be legally included in an AONB)
designated as an AONB. 

The NPC considered Mr Maxwell's views and
proposals at their October 1962 meeting and
decided to make another inspection of the
coastline in March 1963, with Lord Strang (the
NPC Chairman) and Professor Steers joining
Mr Maxwell. Although at its meeting in March
1963 the NPC did not feel disposed to accept
the major eastward extension of the AONB

DESIGNATION HISTORY OF THE NORFOLK COAST AONB 

(derived from Designation History Series - The Norfolk Coast AONB, Ray Woolmore)
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between Mundesley and the Broads put
forward by Mr Maxwell, they accepted that
the question of enlarging the designation,
both eastward and westwards, could be
reconsidered if the programme of works for
the amelioration of the landscape impact of
unsightly beach developments and coastal
defence works was satisfactory and agreed in
principle by the County Council. The subtle
name change recorded in the NPC minutes
from the previous "North Norfolk Coast
AONB" to "Norfolk Coast AONB", suggest
that Mr Maxwell's views on the inclusion of a
much wider coastline in the AONB had, at
least in part, won the day.

In January 1964 the NPC accepted a
comprehensive 20 year improvement
programme of works prepared by Mr Maxwell
for the removal of defence works, and for the
removal or regrouping of caravan camps,
chalets and beach huts, together with a
revised boundary including an eastern
extension from Mundesley to Happisburgh
and a western outlier based on the
Sandringham Estate and the adjacent section
of the Wash, having established with the
Ministry of Housing and Local Government
that Sandringham Estate could be included in
the proposed AONB and that Her Majesty the
Queen had no objection to this.

However, the Ministry also raised doubts
about the quality of the landscape elsewhere
in the proposed area of designation. Over the
next two years, further consultations and visits
by survey parties took place. These resulted in
amendments to the proposed area comprising
omission of sections of the coast from Paston
to Sea Palling and from Holme-next-the-Sea
to Boathouse Creek (Wolferton Creek), and
addition of inland areas around Aylmerton,
near Holt, and east and south of Heacham. 

Formal consultation on this draft map with
the eleven local authorities affected by the
proposed designation, together with informal
consultations with other bodies, commenced
in November 1966. However, the designation

process for the AONB was complicated
towards the end of 1966 when the Gas
Council and Shell submitted a planning
application of national importance to develop
a terminal for North Sea Gas near Bacton,
intruding into the eastern edge of the main
section of the proposed AONB. The NPC and
the County Council opposed the application
formally at the public inquiry in 1967. The
inquiry considered a number of alternative
inland sites for the terminal but eventually
decided that the terminal should be permitted
on the original cliff top site chosen by the
developers.

Consultation on the AONB boundary had
continued meanwhile, and following the
inquiry decision the NPC considered the
results of the formal consultations on the
proposed AONB boundary. Of the eleven local
authorities consulted, nine either approved
the proposals or made no comment. Of the
two making representations, Sheringham UDC
wanted the inclusion of Sheringham Golf
Links in the AONB, while Freebridge Lynn RDC
objected to the inclusion of its area in the
AONB on the grounds that the Royal Estate of
Sandringham was unlikely to be subject to
any undesirable development; the coastal part
of the District (part of the Wash) was not
considered to be of outstanding natural
beauty; the Castle Rising and South Wootton
areas were already adequately looked after by
the local planning authorities; and finally,
because the Council considered that making
the area an AONB would merely be the first
step in making the area a National Park.
Freebridge Lynn RDC later withdrew their
objections on the understanding that, in
conjunction with the County Council, they
retained no less control over the areas
concerned than they exercised at the time. 

In their informal comments the CEGB referred
to the possibility of developing a power
station (perhaps a nuclear one) on the site of
an old military camp at Weybourne plus, if
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this materialised, two 400KV transmission
lines crossing the AONB to the west. The
CEGB hoped that these possible developments
could be considered on their merits by the
NPC. The National Trust supported
Sheringham UDC in wanting to include
Sheringham Golf Links in the AONB. The CLA,
Norfolk Branch, repeated the County
Council's original views seeking designation of
the whole of the Norfolk coastline, especially
seeking the inclusion of Horsey Mere and
Hickling Broad in the AONB. 

The NPC decided to exclude the Bacton Gas
Terminal site from the AONB; to include
Sheringham Golf Links in the AONB; to retain
the Freebridge Lynn RDC areas of the
proposed AONB and (rejecting the CEGB
concerns) the old military camp at Weybourne
within the designation; and finally to consider
adding Horsey Mere and Hickling Broad to the
eastern outlier of the AONB. (In fact, as the
NPC decided much earlier not to include those
areas in the AONB, but to consider them as
part of a Broads National Park, no further
action was taken on the Horsey Mere and
Hickling Broad suggestion.)

The NPC published notice in October 1967 that
they proposed to make the Norfolk Coast
AONB Designation Order, and invited
representations. At their meeting in November
1967 the NPC considered three such
representations. The Nature Conservancy called
attention to the fact that while the proposed
designation included all the major coastal sites
of conservation interest in Norfolk, they were
concerned that the southern half of the
Winterton Great Valley SSSI had been excluded
from the eastern outlier of the AONB. The
Crown Estate Commissioners made no
objection as such, but merely observed that a
considerable part of the western outlier of the
AONB covered the Wash, which was part of
the Crown Estate, and thus needed the latter's
agreement to any actions undertaken under
Section 87 of the 1949 Act. Messrs Luard and
Company objected on behalf of their clients,

the East Anglian Real Property Company Ltd,
requesting the exclusion of land at Paston Hall
Farm (adjacent to the approved Gas Terminal
site) to allow for future gas related
developments.

The NPC rejected the Nature Conservancy's
representation because the area's landscape
quality was not of high enough standard, and
rejected Messrs Luard and Company's
representation on the grounds that the
boundary had already been amended to
exclude the approved site for the Bacton Gas
Terminal, and because they were satisfied that
the landscape quality of the additional land at
Paston Hall Farm was of AONB standard.

The Order for Designation was officially signed
and sealed on 28 November 1967, and was
confirmed, without modification, by the
Minister of Housing and Local Government on
8 April 1968.

The final area confirmed, (174 square miles,
but re-measured in the 1990s as 451 square
kilometres) included the greater part of the
remaining unspoiled coastal areas between
the Wash and Great Yarmouth. The western
outlier, coming within two miles of King's
Lynn, took in part of Sandringham Estate
including Sandringham House, and also about
six miles of the south-eastern corner of the
Wash. The holiday resort of Hunstanton, and
the coast immediately to the south of it, was
not included, but from nearby Holme-next-
the-Sea a continuous coastal strip, varying in
depth between three to five miles, extended
eastwards to a point near Bacton, excluding
the built-up areas of the resorts of
Sheringham, Cromer and Mundesley. The
eastern outlier stretched from Sea Palling to
Winterton, including the magnificent dune
system of Winterton Dunes. 

A full description of the landscape of the
Norfolk Coast is contained in the Countryside
Commission's Landscape Assessment (CCP
486), The Norfolk Coast Landscape, published
in 1995.
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The landscape of the Norfolk Coast that we
see today is a product of the interaction
between the physical and human influences
that have shaped it over the centuries. The
underlying geology and the physical processes
of erosion and deposition have had a
profound effect on the landscape, influencing
not only landform, soils and vegetation
communities, but also the human activities
that are dependent upon or affected by them.
Human activities have, in turn, changed the
natural vegetation to suit a variety of needs
and introduced man-made elements into the
landscape such as managed farmland, field
boundaries, roads and settlements.  

Physical influences 

Geologically, the Norfolk Coast is underlain by
a series of strata, of relatively recent origin,
which dip gently down from west to east. In
the west, these solid strata outcrop, or come
close to the surface, giving rise to areas of
distinctive landscape character. The chalk, for
example, which underlies most of the county
of Norfolk, gives rise to a landscape of
distinctive downland character, whereas to the
south, around Sandringham an outcrop of
Lower Greensand gives rise to an orangey-red
sandstone, known locally as Carstone, which
forms some of the more 'dramatic' scenery of
the area.

The chalk gives rise to generally thin soil, light
in colour and full of hard knobbly flint, which
has been extensively used in local buildings
since Roman times. The Lower Greensand has
resulted in the formation of soils of a rich red-
brown colour.

As the geological strata dip gently to the east,
they become buried beneath increasingly

deeper deposits, firstly of chalky boulder clay
and then successively by glacial sands and
gravels laid down during the Ice Ages. These
superficial or drift deposits are of particular
importance in influencing the character of the
landscape and underlie one of the most
notable features of glacial origin in the area,
the Cromer Ridge. Rising up to 100m, the
Ridge stretches between Blakeney and
Overstrand, and is the highest ground in
Norfolk. This belt of high ground consists of a
series of small, deeply indented ridges running
more or less in the same direction. Along its
northern border, it rises sharply from the
coastal lowlands, forming an impressive
feature in this area of otherwise gentle relief.
Much of the soil, clay, chalk lumps and flints
of the Ridge came from the surrounding area,
but the ice also brought down 'erratics' of
basalt, granite, and sandstone from the north.
The uneven way in which these various
deposits were laid down is reflected in the
irregular hummocky surface, which is
characteristic of this area.

Where these glacial deposits meet the sea,
erosion has led to the formation of a line of
spectacular cliffs, rising from a few metres in
height at Weybourne to over 60 m at
Trimingham. Many of the cliffs are nearly
vertical, with waves attacking the base and
removing the eroded material. However, on
some lengths, especially between Cromer and
Mundesley, the presence of ground water in
the cliffs can cause the collapse of large areas
at a time.

Six rivers flow through the area. The
picturesque Glaven and Stiffkey flow through
predominantly pastoral surrounds while on a
smaller scale, there are the narrower channels

THE SHAPING OF THE NORFOLK COAST LANDSCAPE

From 'The Norfolk Coast Landscape: An assessment of the Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty' (Countryside Commission, CCP 486, 1995)
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and ditches of the Babingley, Burn, Heacham
and Hun. Most of these watercourses flow
northward to the North Sea where their
mouths form dynamic systems of constantly
moving shingle and sand, while the Heacham
and Babingley flow westward into the Wash.
In addition, a small largely canalised stream
known as the Mun runs parallel to the coast
for about 5 km, turning north to enter the sea
at Mundesley. All of these rivers have brought
down alluvial deposits, leaving generally
narrow, but significant areas of flat floodplain,
most of which is now used as grazing land.

Along the extreme edge of the coastal strip, a
variety of alluvial, shingle and blown sand
deposits form a dynamic system of dunes,
ridges and marshes. In a number of places
salt-marshes front ancient cliff lines. The
marshes, in their turn, are protected by spits
and barriers of sand and shingle, most notably
the well-known formations of Blakeney Point
and Scolt Head Island. Further inland, land
drainage has reclaimed significant areas of
land for arable cultivation and grazing marsh.  

Human influences 

The Norfolk Coast has long been relatively
isolated compared to the rest of England.
However, the influence of man is still very
marked, both in terms of settlement and
cultivation of the land, and in drainage and
reclamation of land from the sea. It is the
combination of man's activities with the
underlying differences in rocks and relief that
gives the landscape of the AONB its distinctive
but varied character.

Flint axes and arrowheads, found on the open
chalk landscape of the north-western AONB
are some of the earliest traces of man's
activities in the area. This evidence of a
primitive economy of hunter gatherers may be
a result of a comparatively lighter woodland
cover, which existed in this region at the time,
compared to the dense forests which grew to

the west and the south. With the introduction
of agriculture during the Neolithic era (4,600-
2,700 BC), man began to have an increasingly
significant influence on the landscape of the
Norfolk Coast and during the Bronze Age
(from 2,000 BC onwards), increasing areas of
land were brought into cultivation. The
subsequent Iron Age culture was a subsistence
economy based around small settlements of
peasant farmers tilling the soil with their iron
tools and improved agricultural techniques.
Hill-forts such as the massive earthwork at
Warham were established. Evidence of Iron
Age man can also be found at Ken Hill near
Snettisham, which has yielded spectacular
finds of gold and silver ornaments.

The Norfolk Coast appears to have been
heavily settled in Roman and Saxon times.
Holme, Thornham and Brancaster all have
rectilinear road patterns that may be
attributed to the Roman period, although the
date of many of the roads is not yet proven.
Certainly, Brancaster had a Roman fort and
Thornham a heavily defended early Roman
enclosure. Peddars Way, one of two ancient
trackways terminating at the Norfolk Coast, is
also known to have been used as a military
route in Roman times.

On the Cromer Ridge and eastern agricultural
loams, there are obvious traces of prehistoric
man, but much less evidence of a large
Roman occupation. There can be little doubt
that this part of the countryside was heavily
settled by the Anglo-Saxons and much of the
complexity of the road system in this area is
thought to have dated from that period.
Several areas of particularly well-preserved
pits, thought to be late Saxon gundry pits for
iron working, can also be found at Beeston
Regis.

From Saxon and Roman times up to the
present day, agricultural activities and
techniques have continued to develop and
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have played a major part in shaping the
character of the landscape. In the east of the
AONB, around the Cromer Ridge, early
enclosure of land, away from the previously
settled areas, began during the 14th century.
By the 18th century most of the farming in
this area was already being carried out in
small or moderate-sized fields. In the west,
sheep farming played an important part in the
economy from the Middle Ages. By the 16th
century, much of the common pasture was
divided into manors, the Lords of the Manors
grazing their flocks on their tenants' strips in a
system known historically in the area as the
'foldcourse'. Further enclosure of land into
generally large rectangular units occurred
following the Parliamentary Enclosure Acts of
the 18th and 19th centuries. This was
accompanied by widespread drainage of
marshes, which brought about one of the
most significant changes that man has
effected on the landscape of the Norfolk
Coast. In areas of generally poor soils, the
marsh drainage represented a means of
bringing the fertile alluvial sediment into
productive use. This had a particular effect on
the coastal marshes of the Wash and on the
marshes behind the dune system between
Winterton and Sea Palling. These areas are
now intensively farmed.

Owners of large estates have had a major
impact on the appearance of the Norfolk
Coast landscape. During the early 18th
century, the eminent and innovative
agriculturalist, Thomas Coke, Earl of Leicester,
established his home at Holkham Park. The
estate, which once covered some 17,000 ha
of land, was renowned throughout the 19th
century for its advanced agriculture, including
the use of the much heralded 'Norfolk four-
course rotation' system. Other landowners
associated with the area included Prince
Edward, the Prince of Wales, who in the
1860s bought Sandringham estate, and a
considerable portion of the Dersingham

estate. Hence he managed an extensive area
of around 2,800 ha, comprising the parishes
of Sandringham, Anmer, Babingley, Wolferton,
Flitcham with Appleton and West Newton.
These estates are still in the ownership of the
Royal Family today.

Throughout the area, these great estates have
played a key role in shaping the character of
the landscape, an influence which is partly
due to the distinguishing qualities of the
designed landscapes within them. Notable
designed landscapes in the area include
Felbrigg and Sheringham. The park at Felbrigg
dates from the 17th century but was
extended in later years, with much new
planting carried out in the latter part of the
18th century. Sheringham, the work of one
man, Humphrey Repton, was laid out in 1812
for the Upcher family. Repton set great store
by the 'genius of the place' and designed the
park to take account of the wooded knolls
and dramatic sea views which are a feature of
the landscape.

The Middle Ages witnessed the growing
importance of the Norfolk coastal ports for
shipbuilding, fisheries and trade. Castle Rising
for example, grew to be an important town
and port, with its Norman castle being one of
the most impressive in Norfolk and
underlining the importance of this area at the
time. Up to the end of the medieval period, a
number of thriving ports and harbours existed
along the north coast for the import of coal,
salt and fish and for the export of grain. The
largest of these was at Blakeney,
encompassing the harbours of Cley and
Wiveton. By the late 16th century, Wells, with
its active ship building yard, began to rival
Blakeney for importance. The maritime
importance of the area is also reflected in its
association with Horatio Nelson, who was
born at Burnham Thorpe in 1758 and was
subsequently purported to have learned to sail
on local waters. The silting up of several of
the coastal ports during the centuries that
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followed, combined with the coming of the
railways, led to their gradual decline as
thriving ports and today only Wells can handle
the occasional small coaster.

The perceived vulnerability of the coastal strip
to invasion from the sea in both the first and
second world wars led to the establishment of
extensive military coastal defences along the
North Norfolk Coast, which became
significant features in the landscape. While
most of these were dismantled at the end of
World War II, many pill boxes still remain
dotted along the coastline. Inland in the
Warham and Stiffkey areas, several old sheep
and cattle droveways which were upgraded
and surfaced during the wars, still remain.

The Norfolk Coast has long been popular for
recreation and as a holiday destination for
visitors. Growing popularity was closely linked
to improvements in transport to the area. The
growth of the resort towns and popular
villages started in the late 18th century with
the improvements in the roads, funded by
tolls, and with the increasing fashion for
'taking the waters' either at spas or in the sea.
Regular coach services were established to
Cromer in 1811 and to Wells in 1826. The
second expansion phase for the emerging
tourist industry in coastal Norfolk came with
the railway boom. Two main companies, the
Midland and Great Northern and the Great
Eastern railway rapidly connected the main
towns and the resorts. Enthusiasm for the sea
and for the ‘Poppyland' landscape made
famous by Clement Scott, drew increasing
numbers of visitors to Norfolk and the area
continues to attract many people for holidays
or as day visitors.
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AONB designation 

Judging the importance of a particular area of
landscape is no easy matter. The importance
and value attached to the Norfolk Coast
landscape has already been reflected by its
designation, in 1968, as an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) as well as
by the separate definition in 1975 of a more
limited part of the area as a Heritage Coast. 

It is helpful to consider the area's special
qualities under four main headings:

● the value of the landscape as part of
the national and regional landscape
resource, by virtue of its rarity or rep-
resentativeness, and including
comparison with other areas of similar
landscape character and with the
surrounding landscape; 

● the scenic qualities of the landscape,
including the particular combination of
landscape elements, aesthetic qualities,
local distinctiveness and 'sense of
place';

● evidence about how the landscape is
perceived and valued by the general
public and by writers and others who
may have been inspired by it; 

● other special values attached to the
landscape including historical and
cultural associations and special
conservation interests, relating to
features of outstanding nature
conservation or archaeological interest.

Summarised below are the ways in which the
Norfolk Coast demonstrates these qualities to
an extent that makes the area a truly
outstanding landscape.

A regional and national landscape
resource 

The Norfolk Coast is one of 11 coastal AONBs
in England. However, only four of these are
focused on 'soft rock' coasts that have
anything in common with the landscape of the
Norfolk Coast. They are Chichester Harbour,
the Northumberland Coast, the Solway Coast
and the Suffolk Coast and Heaths. There are
some common features in these areas, but
each has its own unique character. The Norfolk
Coast is distinguished by its rich mix of unusual
coastal features, combined with the contrasts
of inland agricultural landscapes of rolling hills
and ridges of chalk, greensand and sands and
gravels.

It shares some of the characteristics of the
Suffolk Coast, especially the exposed North
Sea aspect, the geomorphological features of
sand and/or shingle spits, the coastal salt-
marshes and the heathland influences in some
of the agricultural hinterland. However, the
marshes are in a broad coastal band, rather
than divided up into individual river estuaries
as in Suffolk, and there is a quite different
relationship between the coastal marshes, the
coast road and the villages that lie along it.

In the East Anglian context, North Norfolk,
including the coast, has special characteristics,
distinct from the farmed hinterland of the
inland parts of the region. The coastal plain
has a wilderness quality - wide, open,
unsettled land - which is rare in lowland
England. The windswept and sea-washed
scenery of the coastline is complemented by
the rising land behind, with the wooded hills
and heathlands of the Western warrens and
Cromer Ridge forming a picturesque backdrop
to the coast, and the distinctive farmlands of
the rest of the AONB, with their
windsculptured trees and hedges, adding to
this visual diversity. This farmland shares

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NORFOLK COAST LANDSCAPE

From 'The Norfolk Coast Landscape: An assessment of the Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty' (Countryside Commission, CCP 486, 1995)
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certain common characteristics with the
agricultural landscapes to the south, into
which they gradually merge.

Therefore, both at the national level where it
is one of very few remaining areas of relatively
undeveloped and unspoilt 'soft' coast, and
regionally where it is a wild, rich and diverse
foil to the intensive agricultural landscapes
that dominate East Anglia, the Norfolk Coast
is, without doubt, a most important part of
our landscape resource.  

Scenic qualities 

The Norfolk Coast landscape displays a striking
diversity of scenery, embracing a rich mix of
coastal features and contrasting inland
agricultural landscapes, all of which are
influenced to a greater or lesser degree by the
proximity of the sea. The coast itself is quite
distinctive, with its soft, low, shifting shoreline
bulging out into the North Sea, and combining
the silt expanses of the Wash, north-facing
coastal marshes and sand dunes, and high
boulder-clay cliffs east of Weybourne. 

Along the coastal strip, the sight and sound of
the sea dominate the landscape. Inland, its
effects are more limited, although strong
offshore winds have sculpted the taller
vegetation so that individual trees and even
whole blocks of woodland can be seen to be
leaning landwards. Glimpses of the sea
frequently catch the eye, providing a constant
reminder of the nearby shoreline.

The AONB embraces the finest, remotest and
wildest of Norfolk's renowned marsh
coastlands, but there is much more to it than
that. The coast is backed by gently rolling
chalkland and glacial moraines, including the
higher, more intimate and undulating ground
of the distinctive Cromer Ridge. There is
farmland and heathland, chalk soil and sandy
soil, wetland and woodland, all mingled with
a wealth of buildings and settlements -
imposing churches, quiet villages and small
towns such as Wells-next-the-Sea - mainly in
local materials of which flint is the most
obvious and common.

The distribution of these elements and the
different combinations in which they occur
create marked variations in the character of
the landscape and contribute to its notably
diverse and complex nature. Much of the
character and quality of the AONB landscape
can be attributed to the contrasts which arise
from this diversity. There are, for example,
striking contrasts between the open and
exposed saltmarsh and coast, and the shelter
of the river valleys, and between the natural
character of the heathland and the intensively
managed character of the farmland around it.

These variations in landscape character are
reflected in the eight main landscape types
that can be distinguished within the AONB
(see separate annex / map). 

How the landscape is percieved and
valued

Much of the appeal of the North Norfolk
Coast lies in its wildness and isolation, and
these qualities have been reflected in the
work of both writers and painters who have
lived in and visited the area. The perceived
isolation of the area has, in its turn, led to a
lower level of literary and artistic
representation than perhaps might have been
expected compared, for example, with the
coastlines of Suffolk and the West Country. In
terms of distance, Norfolk is less remote from
London than either Devon or Cornwall but
many descriptions suggest an area apart from
the pattern of life elsewhere. This aspect of
the area has appealed to many artists and
writers, most notably Clement Scott, the
popularity of whose work, Poppyland, for a
while seemed to undermine the very
tranquillity it sought to celebrate. The sand
dunes, marshes and crumbling cliffs still have
the air of an undiscovered country and those
writers who have penetrated the region tend
to represent them as such. The windmills and
the bracing winds off the North Sea reinforce
the eerie air of the coastal zone and this
landscape is frequently described in contrast
to the relative fertility of the farmland inland
of the coast road. 
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During the 19th century, artists such as Robert
Dixon, James Stark, James Bulwer and George
Vincent have all depicted the long flat
landscapes of the coastal fringe and this has
remained a popular subject for professional
and amateur painters alike. From the end of
the 19th century, with the writings of Clement
Scott and W A Dutt, there has been a slight
but perceptible increase in the number of
representations of the area in writing and
paintings. This coincides with the rise in
popularity of paintings with an emphasis on
subjects such as marsh, heathland and fen.
Wind and watermills, boats and picturesque
cottages all feature in paintings of the area,
but most emphasise the flat, open coast and
the sky. This was a time when the railway
network and increased leisure time were
opening up access to the coast. Clement Scott
stressed that the area could be reached in five
hours from Liverpool Street Station. For
contemporary writers, such as P D James, this
relative accessibility increases the strangeness
of the area - within a few hours the exile from
London can be in a different world, with a
completely different pace and pattern of life. 

Of course writers and artists look at the
landscape with a special perception, and
record their impressions for us in words and
pictures. It is much harder to discover what
the landscape means to ordinary people. 

Information from various visitor surveys carried
out between 1990 and 1993 suggests that the
area attracts visitors who prefer a more remote
and unspoilt area, and that it is the qualities of
beauty, scenery, distinctive landscapes and
wildlife that primarily attract visitors to the area,
rather than its more formalised recreation and
tourist attractions and facilities. 

As for local people, perhaps the most
important members of the public, there is
little to record their views of the landscape,
but it is they, as home owners, farmers,
fishermen, wildfowlers, businessmen, parish
councillors and in many other guises, who
have shaped the landscape in the past and

will continue to do so in the future.  

Examples and quotations of literary and
artistic associations can be found in the
original document - see references annex.

Other special values 

The varied landscapes of the Norfolk Coast
AONB provide a rich and diverse range of
wildlife habitats, including wetland, coast,
heath and woodland. The outstanding
importance of this area for nature conservation
is reflected in the number of designated sites,
such as SSSIs and County Wildlife Sites, which
occur throughout the area. Two extensive
areas, the Wash and most of the North Norfolk
Heritage Coast, are of international importance
for their wildlife and have been scheduled as
Special Protection Areas under the European
Communities Council Directive of April 1979
on the Conservation of Wild Birds, and as
Ramsar sites. Part of the AONB was also
designated a Biosphere Reserve in 1977 by
UNESCO under their programme 'Man and the
Biosphere', recognising this area as part of an
international network of important biospheres.

The landscape of the Norfolk Coast is also of
great archaeological and historic importance.
Among its 46 Scheduled Ancient Monuments
are the Bronze Age burial mounds on
Salthouse Heath; the Iron Age fort at Warham
Camp; the Roman fort at Brancaster; the
medieval priory at Beeston Regis; Castle Rising
Castle and Blakeney Guildhall. In addition to
these sites of national importance, there are
more than 4,000 unscheduled sites of regional
or local interest listed in the Norfolk Sites and
Monuments Record. These include settlements
of all periods, earthworks, the find spots of
single prehistoric flints, Roman coins or
medieval potsherds and wrecks. The register
also includes records of historic buildings,
industrial archaeological sites, First and
Second World War coastal and other
defences, and subaqua finds.
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